
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Time and again, the World Economic Forum (WEF) and its global collaborators have "predicted" the

future with stunning accuracy, sometimes years in advance, and then when the predictions come

true they pretend as though they had nothing to do with it.

It's worth remembering, then, that WEF founder Klaus Schwab, during the May 2022 meeting in

Davos, clearly stated that the future doesn't just happen, it is "BUILT — by us," referring to himself

and the other attendees in the room. So, make no mistake, they truly believe they have the right to

decide the fate of the world, and that you and I have no say in the matter.

That fate was in June 2020 formally announced under the banner of "The Great Reset," by Schwab

himself.  This "build back better" scheme involves the complete reorganization and restructuring of

all parts of society, including Rnance, industry, education, "social contracts," the energy sector and

the food system.

As far as the food system is concerned, the WEF envisions a food system that doesn't include

animal foods or require a large land footprint. In fact, for several years now, the WEF has promoted

the idea that we should get used to eating bugs  and drinking reclaimed sewage. As just one

example, in mid-October 2018, the WEF posted on Twitter:

"Good grub: why we might be eating insects soon."

farming's environmental impact by species

Bugs, Sewage and Cannibalism — The Cabal's Plans for You

The WEF's many predictions are now rapidly turning into reality, and its selRsh agendas are, of

course, hailed as brilliant and necessary by its media allies. For example, in February 2021, Time

magazine  insisted we really ought to eat more bugs to save the planet, and in May 2021,

Bloomberg announced that "The Future of Water Is Recycled Sewage, and We'll All Be Drinking It."

Indeed, California has already started its toilet-to-tap transition.  July 23, 2022, The New York

Times  then took the WEF's dystopian projections to a whole new level, announcing that the time

to consider cannibalism is now upon us:

"An image came to Chelsea G. Summers: a boyfriend, accidentally on purpose hit by a car,

some quick work with a corkscrew and his liver served Tuscan style, on toast. That Bgment

of her twisted imagination is what prompted Ms. Summers to write her novel, 'A Certain

Hunger,' about a restaurant critic with a taste for (male) human Hesh.

Turns out, cannibalism has a time and a place. In the pages of some recent stomach-

churning books, and on television and Blm screens, Ms. Summers and others suggest that

that time is now ... Can you stomach it?"

The NYT writer, Alex Beggs — who also writes for the food magazine, Bon Appétit — goes on to list

several recent TV shows and Rlms featuring cannibalism in a romanticized light. Well, how else do

you brainwash people — especially young people — into accepting the unacceptable if not by

glamorizing it through the magic of tell-a-vision? And it's working. A Reddit message board

dedicated to the Showtime series "Yellowjackets" has 51,000 members.

"The show's tension is in the knowledge that you know cannibalism is coming, but when? And why?"

Beggs writes. The show, no doubt, mirrors a tension the elitists of the world actually want to

emerge in real life.

"What in the world are you talking about?" you may ask. Let me put it bluntly and not beat around

the bush: The WEF and its allies are manufacturing food shortages, which in some areas may

progress into actual famine, and they want you to know that when that time comes, it's OK for you

to eat your neighbor.

You'll be saving the planet, and yourself. Cannibalism is a "win" for the world, so don't be

squeamish. Heck, you might even enjoy it, and there's no need to be riddled with useless guilt.

You're still a good person.

That's the subliminal message being broadcast through these articles, books and TV shows that

normalize cannibalism, and it's not by accident. Need I remind you that the NYT deputy managing

editor, Rebecca Blumenstein, is a WEF member?  She knows what's coming.

And then, of course, there's the fact checkers insisting The NYT "did not publish an article that

normalizes cannibalism,"  which is basically proof that it did just that. Those of us who read it did

not misunderstand its unstated purpose. The New York Times has also written glowing tributes to

Marina Abramovic, whose “art” involves graphic references to cannibalism.

Lab-Grown Human Steak

In addition to books and TV shows that glorify cannibalism, there's lab-grown human steak, and

vegan meat designed to taste like human meat. Starting with the former, in December 2020, steak

grown from human cells was featured as "art" at the Design Museum in London, U.K.

The creator of the "Ouroboros Steak" — a reference to the ancient alchemical symbol of the snake

that devours its tail and is reborn from itself — claimed the installation was a critique against the

meat industry, and arose from spending a year "imagining how climate change might impact the

future of food consumption."

He was reportedly upset about the fact that "the focus quickly became centered on accusations

that we were promoting cannibalism." At the time, The New York Times reported:

"'Ouroboros Steak' examines, but does not promote, auto-cannibalism as a satirical take on

the increasing demand for meat products around the world, which scientists have warned

will likely contribute to carbon emissions and reduced biodiversity.

The designers hoped that shocking audiences with the suggestion would trigger an

examination of environmental responsibility and the clean-meat industry, which has

promoted itself as producing 'kill-free' food, although most companies heavily rely on fetal

bovine serum harvested during the slaughter of pregnant cows for cell cultivation."

While the designers may have had pure intentions, the end result is still something that beneRts the

depraved agenda of the global elite. It's also worth noting that livestock — raised in a regenerative

fashion, and not in concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) — actually have a very positive

impact on the climate.

Are They Trying to Normalize Cannibalism? Absolutely

Taking the human steak idea a step further, a company called BiteLabs claims to be selling

artisanal salami made from lab-grown celebrity fesh.  According to their website, they intend to

collect biopsy samples from celebrities, isolate the muscle cells, and then grow the celebrity meat

using a proprietary bioreactor.

The lab-grown fesh is then cured, dried, aged and spiced according to Italian tradition. It’s unclear

whether any celebrities have signed up to become salami, but the company does appear to be real.

New York Grub Street wrote an article about the startup in 2014.  IFL Science  followed up in

January 2022, noting that “It’s perfectly possible” to create salami from cloned celebrity meat.

Other examples of an ongoing effort to normalize cannibalism include a 2018 article discussing the

beneRts of teenage blood plasma,  said to have rejuvenating effects. A 2.5-liter order was said to

cost about $8,000 at the time. In a bit of predictive programming, the Rlm “Soylent Green” — in

which the protagonist realizes the government food being handed out is made from humans — was

set in the year 2022.  And then, there’s Katy Perry (below).

Vegan Burger Made to Taste Like Human Flesh

Continuing the parade of cannibalism-normalizing trends, in June 2022, a vegan burger said to

“taste like human meat” won a silver award at the annual Cannes Lions festival of Creativity.  The

human meat burger, made from soy, mushrooms, wheat protein, plant-based fats and a secret spice

mix, debuted during a 2021 Halloween festival in Stockholm, Sweden.

The video above was the ad for that event. While they state that "no humans were injured in the

development of this product," one obviously wonders how they came up with the taste proRle for

human meat in the Rrst place.

Perhaps they invented it, and it actually doesn't taste anything like human fesh. Who'd be able to

tell the difference? Either way, this is yet another example where the idea of cannibalism is

embraced and lauded.

'Cannibals Against Climate Change'

Coincidentally, another Swede, professor Magnus Soderlund, made headlines in 2019 by

suggesting "humans should become cannibals to Rght climate change, because eating human fesh

is more 'sustainable' than the meat industry."  He even insisted cannibalism was a more

sustainable option than a diet of insects. While his concept didn't grow legs right then and there, it

seems someone, somewhere, took note of his insane ideas.

While cannibalism has indeed featured on and off throughout human history, it was typically —

although with some notable exceptions — a measure of last resort. People ate family members and

neighbors to survive famine.

To suggest that the most advanced human civilization in known memory start eating each other "to

save the environment" is unreasonable in the extreme. We have regenerative farming methods that

would ease most of our environmental concerns. There's absolutely no reason to jump from

industrial farming all the way to cannibalism.

Green Agenda Seeks to Normalize Lowered Standard of Living

Much of the supposed "inspiration" behind the promotion of unnatural diets is said to come from a

desire to save the planet. While that's admirable, it's important to realize that the entire "green"

agenda — as it is currently promoted — is nothing but a ruse, a scare tactic, to bring people to the

point of accepting living conditions that would otherwise be unacceptable, such as eating a diet of

bugs, drinking reclaimed sewage water and even, apparently, cannibalism.

The green agenda is based on cherry-picked fawed ideas, such as the idea that nitrogen fertilizer is

a pollutant that must be reined in by eliminating farming. Without farmers, what will we eat? The

technocratic, transhumanist-loving cabal's answer: Weeds, bugs and, possibly, each other.

It sounds wild and crazy, but they really do want to get rid of as many people as possible, and no

strategy is ethically off-limits, be it the promotion of abortion, the elimination of fossil fuels without

having a workable replacement, the mandating of experimental gene transfer injections, insect

diets, reclaimed sewage water or cannibalism.

By the way, a number of U.S. states have also adopted alkaline hydrolysis  as an alternative to

cremation, where dead bodies are dissolved and the water from the process is fushed down the

sewer. What could possibly go wrong by combining the fushing of water used to dissolve human

remains into the sewer and then repurposing that same water into drinking water? Even if mostly

symbolic, this too is a form of cannibalism.

Why Are the Elitists' 'Answers' so Gross?

If you're like most, you're probably wondering why everything the technocratic cabal presents as

"the answer" to our global woes is so darn gross and dehumanizing. The simple answer is that

we're not human to them. We're a commodity, like cattle, that exist for their beneRt and exploitation.

They're "above" the rest of us. We may not have a caste system, olcially, but there are two classes

in this world.

Before farmers realized that mad cow was created by the feeding of bovine parts back to cattle,

this practice was commonplace. And, frankly speaking, the technocratic elitists see us the same

way. Why not feed useless eaters back to the ones that still have some worker-bee value? To them,

that's just plain rational.

It's elcient, and technocracy is based in large part on the elciency of any given system. Robots

are more elcient than humans, hence robots are the better choice. ArtiRcial intelligence is more

elcient than the human intellect, and hence they want to merge with it. What to do with useless

humans, is the question. And the answer is to get rid of them, in whatever way works, without

raising the ire of too many peasants.

Celebrities Embrace Bug Diet

For now, the normalization of cannibalism is still in its infancy. But the fact that bugs are on the

menu — now, today — is undeniable. Celebrities, of course, have a role to play in any successful

social engineering project, and in the video above, the actress Nicole Kidman takes one for the

team.

"Three million people in the world eat bugs, and I'm one of them," she says, wolRng down a number

of different insects, some live and others fried for a crispy crunch. You can bet your bottom dollar

that the fried ones were fried in seed oils. My skepticism of her genuineness aside, research has

concluded that celebrities can indeed "persuade people to eat insects." As reported by

PsychReg.org:

"Using celebrity endorsements in adverts for insect-based foods can increase people's

willingness to include insects in their diet, Bnds new research from BI Norwegian Business

School (BI), Chuo University, Miyagi University, and Oxford University.

To combat and prevent a global food crisis, we need to explore alternative protein sources.

The UN has urged people to consider the consumption of insects as they are nutritious,

sustainable, and readily available worldwide. However, many struggles with the concept of

eating insects ...

The Bndings showed that celebrities' perceived trustworthiness, knowledge about insect-

based foods, and appropriateness are crucial factors in increasing people's willingness to

eat insects.

However, different genders responded differently: For men, ads featuring actors or athletes

were most effective, while only actors effectively inHuenced women. In comparison,

musicians did not appear to be as inHuential. Using musicians in ads made women less

willing to consume insect-based foods ...

'Our Bndings demonstrate that celebrity endorsement can be a very effective strategy to

increase consumer interest in eating more insects, as long as the right celebrity is targeted

at the right gender.'"

Obviously, this research is not languishing in a hidden drawer. The technocratic Great Reset

adherents are putting the Rndings to work. Examples of celebrities espousing the deliciousness

and healthiness of bugs include Drew Barrymore, Robert Downey Jr., celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay,

Salma Hayek and Angelina Jolie, just to name a few.

Other Types of 'Cannibalism'

While cannibalism is now being approached in a more head-on manner, humans have been

ingesting and taking in other humans in other ways for many years. For example, human aborted

fetal cells are frequently used in the development of vaccines.

And, while human cells are not present in the Rnal product, DNA fragments and cell proteins can

still be present. To learn more about this process, see this article. A short excerpt reads as

follows:

"Apart from any moral conHict one might have over the use of aborted fetuses for vaccine

production, we need to remember that DNA from the aborted fetuses actually ends up in

vaccines as a contaminant ...

Independent research  has found that vaccines manufactured in human fetal cell lines

contain 'unacceptably high levels of fetal DNA fragment contaminants,' These fragments,

while in trace amounts, are still biologically active once injected into the body of another

individual via vaccine.
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individual via vaccine.

Vaccines elicit systemic immune activation and inHammatory responses, which increases

the likelihood of foreign DNA uptake into the host's genome. And in fact, it has been found

that fetal cell DNA can spontaneously integrate into the genome of the vaccinated person."

Other products that use aborted fetus parts in their development include cosmetics,

pharmaceutical drugs and favor enhancers found in many foods and beverages.  Is the use of

aborted fetal cells in these kinds of products justiRable?

When Ends Justify the Means, Bad Things Happen

Surprisingly, according to Human Life International (HLI),  a supposedly pro-life, Catholic

organization, it is justiRable if it's "in the service of humanity." HLI believes vaccines are in the

service of humanity, so therefore the use of aborted fetal cells in the development of vaccines is

acceptable. Cosmetics, however, cannot save lives, so therefore, the "disgusting practice" of using

fetuses in the creation of cosmetics should be opposed.

“ We have good, solid solutions for our
environmental concerns. Regenerative agriculture
— which includes and indeed requires livestock —
is the way to go if we really want to clean up the
globe, reduce water consumption and normalize
weather.”

It seems to me that this is really splitting hairs. HLI is basically saying that the ends justify the

means, even if otherwise deemed abhorrent and potentially unhealthy (as injecting another person's

DNA fragments can be). By that rationale, cannibalism could be justiRed in the name of

environmental protection (as some people insist), and I really don't think we ought to go there.

As mentioned earlier, we have good, solid solutions for our environmental concerns. Regenerative

agriculture — which includes and indeed requires livestock — is the way to go if we really want to

clean up the globe, reduce water consumption and normalize weather.

The notion that our only way out is a diet of insects and cannibalism is foolishly ignorant in the

extreme, and needs to be opposed at every turn. Those are not foundational solutions in the least.

They are tools to enslave, denigrate and dehumanize humanity, invented by people who see every

steak on your plate as something that has been stolen from theirs.

Helping You Take Control of Your Health for 25 Years

Beginning August 8, I am happy to announce that Mercola.com will be celebrating its 25th year of

providing you with the latest news and discoveries in the Reld of natural health. What started as a

platform where I can share my views and recommendations has grown into the No. 1-ranked

Natural Health website in almost two decades — a feat not possible without your support.

During this historic week, I’ll be sharing some unique and insightful articles that will showcase

different aspects of my life. I’ll also be releasing a documentary that chronicles my day in the

Mercola olce, plus a special video on how to take back control of your health freedom. There are

some fun surprises along the way so this is one week you won’t want to miss. Click below to learn

more!

Once again, I want to thank you, dear readers, for your support through these 25 years in this

continuing journey to take control of your health.

Learn More
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Klaus Schwab is responsible for a lot more green house gases and hot air than any cow. I think he would taste nothing like a steak, but

i'm sure my dogs could handle his carcass.
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juststeve
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I am more concerned with the 'fart's' coming from Klaus Schwab & all the WEF storm troopers' mouths than I am about any cow

farts. Bill Gates book as Vandana Shiva exclaims is rubbish, one could say more mouth 'fart's' from Gates who knows nothing

about much of anything other than to promote his own agendas. Properly rose Regenerative Sustainable livestock and plants

heal our Pillars of Life by enhancing the Foundations of Life, Carbon healing the Soul of Soil, & it in turn heals the Water, Air and

feeding the Microbes we have a symbiotic relationship with.
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I'd feed his carcass to crocodiles. They eat anything and it will keep them busy. I think its a good idea of ridding us of the rot in

Washington. And thats just a start.
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Humanity lives a tremendous battle, in which there is no bomb but a war against humanity. The enemy is the deep state that

wants to subject the world population to its whims. This unknown situation causes consequences at all levels: health,

economic, food, political, demographic, but, above all, it causes consequences on a psychological level. We have the weapons

that allow us to Rght against deception. Possible answers can be given in human nature, depending on our personality and our

knowledge of reality. Gates is a major spokesman for the techno-medical wing of the New World Order with social and religious

implications.

Gates gets many of his ideas from lesser-known people associated with the World Economic Forum. the same people who push

for the so-called global Great Reset and in association with the Rockefeller family foundations. They are seizing the

"opportunity" presented by the pandemic, WEF director Klaus Schwab said, to transform health care, banking, industrial

production, energy production and consumption systems, global land use, and even the way in which we socialize together as

human beings.
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Instead of sitting back in disbelief and doing nothing, we should be confronting government(s), and telling the WEF and bankers

to get lost, for they should not be trying to govern us. Waiting any longer, will only make things worse and harder to correct.
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"These are times that try men's souls". Thomas Paine 1775. Every 80 years a new generation is in the forefront, a turning. We

are in the 4th turning. They have advanced in some less than spectacular approaches. But all is not lost. Check out this article.

And get off the f--ing couch. www.technocracy.news/thomas-paine-these-are-the-times-that-try-mens-so..  ~~~~~~~ In case

you don't get to the article here are some quotes. ~~ "Historically, in a Third Turning, a complacent people make it possible for

sociopaths to take power. In a Fourth Turning, the sociopaths exert that power. It matters little whether the excuses put forward

by political leaders are climate control, racial equity, CBDCs, cancel culture, owning nothing, digital IDs, transhumanism, vaccine

mandates or a Green New Deal, the objective is singular: total dominance of the ruling class over the subservient class. Any

excuse will do, if it has totalitarian rule as its outcome."
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As it appears as most are concerned with bugs and cannibalism and probably won't get to my above article here is yet more

quotes. ~~~~~~"The latter half of a Fourth Turning becomes a chaotic and confusing period one in which many people

desperately hope to just get along, whilst those who are more visionary become increasingly aware that their freedoms are

being fushed away on a wholesale basis. And, whilst it is the smaller, more visionary group that creates the spark of change, it

is, historically, a different and unlikely group that actually creates substantive change in the latter half.

The group that turns the tide is the group that I often (unfatteringly) refer to as the hoi polloi the average guy. At some point, the

average guy, who simply wanted to be allowed to get on with his life go to work, mow the lawn, sit on the couch with a six-pack

and watch the game has had his life so disrupted by the ruling sociopaths and their increasingly manic oppression that he

accepts that he must turn off the TV and do “something.” He is not a leader, but he is a joiner." end of article quotes from me.
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Thanks for the 4th Turning quotes, Otis. You are very wise.
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Otis, at some point something usually seen as so small as to be unnoticed, insigniRcant, because it happens to a Joe Sixpack,

gets the attention of many Joe's and all Hell breaks loose. It's happened time and again. This time the Predator$ agenda is

global in nature so it will be telling what triggers fruitful resistance this time. Time will tell and time is running short.
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sans5129 your welcome and thanks back to you. @JustSteve, the "average guy" is reacting and it is growing. The Canadian

truckers began and this was followed by American truckers. Then farmers from the Netherlands took to the streets and joined

by farmers from around the world. Mothers are saying no to their children being masked, jabbed, and taught nonsense in

schools. You are seeing the "latter part of the 4th turning" in which we have chaos. In bits and pieces the groups are growing

from many corners of the world.
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Let's be a bit more realistic. Eat bugs? What bugs? The insect population has been reduced by over 80% in the last 20 years. The

surviving species are loaded with pesticides and poisons. Yum... Drink sewage? Civil populations have been drinking treated sewer

water for decades. The levels of chlorine, bromine, fuoride, pesticides, and medical/industrial waste are over the top. There are no

plans to Rlter (reverse osmosis) or properly treat this Rlthy excuse for water. Even your pets are poisoned. Eat humans? Humans have

reduced themselves to chemically addicted, genetically modiRed, medical disasters. Will consuming the fesh of some diseased

zombie really buy you any time? The WEF and all such organizations are populated by the criminally insane. Such persons used to be

conRned in insane asylums. Be careful what you pretend to be, because you are what you pretend to be...
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I totally agree
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If the proposal of the corrupt globalist elite is to eat the insects, we are destroying our food because they are the pollinators of

many crops. Some global statistics illustrate the magnitude of the contribution of pollinators to agriculture and food security: -

Of the 115 main global crops consumed by humans, 87 depend, in some way, on animal pollination. - 35 percent of the crops we

eat, in terms of the volume produced globally, depend, to some extent, on animal pollination. - It is estimated that between Rve

and eight percent of world crop production, with an annual market value of 235 - 577 billion US-dollars3, is directly attributable

to animal pollination. The Rgures indicate how animal pollination increases the quantity and quality of many crops, increasing

their value in monetary terms for farmers.

farmers. This is particularly important for the millions of people around the world who depend on agricultural crops that require

pollination for their livelihoods. The importance of pollinators to the agricultural sector demands that we increase our

understanding of which crops pollinators need and establish how best to protect both wild and managed species.

williams.faculty.ucdavis.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/384/2016/09/Brit..  -bee.pdf ----------

plant-evolution.org/Papers%20PDF/DeLuca%20and%20Vallejo-Marin_2013_Buz..  --------------

nectar.northampton.ac.uk/.../Ollerton20179676.pdf
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Insects and other similar invertebrates are the new form or CAFO farming, I've already read the research papers that suggest

feeding these poor creatures on polystyrene and that's not to clean up this waste, that is as a suggested 'food' for raising them

in large numbers. The WEF is just another form of Jacobean theatre designed to instil fear into the masses, so the latter will beg

the so-called elite to come and save them. Actually as present events are showing, the reverse is true, you can push the rule by

fear too far, so that without the outcome of mass death as forecast for decades by the likes of Ferguson at Imperial over every

fake pandemic, people actually change from fear to satire and Rnally to anger and hatred.

My guess is all of this will come to a head shortly and it won't be pretty. I was hoping the courts could have dealt with it but now

I'm not so sure and if governments try more lockdowns or restrictions or masks or any other nonsense this Autumn, my guess is

all hell with break loose.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:21:55 AM
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember they weren't deceased in Zombieland - they were DISEASED! They had some form or prion disease (mad people

disease) I think its time we all remember the rules of Zombieland. Rule number one - CARDIO!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:18:23 AM
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I had the same thoughts about the human fesh on the menu. In the beginning at least, to get people used to the idea, only those

already dead or dying would be eaten. Except for accident victims, the dead and dying make the worst meat, and often little of

it. Even an enthusiastic cannibal would avoid a disease-ridden corpse if he had any sense. On the other hand he by deRnition

wouldn't have any sense so he might relish cancerous meat.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:28:30 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny. My daughter got married 4 months ago. She was 26 and still lived at home. Guess what she misses most? Our well

water! When her and hubby come over, the Rrst thing she does is turn on the tap, pull out the extender, and drink right from the

faucet! I suggested to her to take several gallons home in plastic milk jugs (which we always have an abundance of).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:48:17 AM

' Like  ( Dislike
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So be it to that Bro.!!!!!!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 1:29:00 PM
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veraromo
Joined On 6/29/2010 4:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely right on Paul.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 4:39:51 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pesticides and cell towers are killing the bugs. 5G will be an even worse rf impact on our tiny bug friends. apparently we NEPA

everything EXCEPT the things that are most harmful... like RFR damage.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/4/2022 5:49:12 AM
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Tichman
Joined On 8/12/2012 11:31:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Soylent Green here we come.....

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 1:08:08 AM
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coincidentally (or is it...), the year the movie took place was 2022. Who knew what in 1973? This is straight out of the X Files!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 5:48:20 AM
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Deecherie
Joined On 1/7/2011 1:56:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've thought it was ironic that this plan is called the 'green' agenda. You know, they ALWAYS tell us what they're doing albeit in

symbols and code.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 8:45:01 AM
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Sundog17
Joined On 2/25/2022 8:19:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look at this video from a company called "Bitelabs". Celebrity meats.  www.youtube.com/watch   http://www.bitelabs.org/

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:24:31 AM
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check out Bitelabs.org - it’s real and that website since 2014. Just heard one of their factories burned down a month ago

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:02:12 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, yeah. One of my favorite movies with my favorite actor of all time. Charleton Heston, good night, sweet prince!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:45:06 AM
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goo6050
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well well well, so their “green” agenda is the shortened version of “soylent green.” Guess they didn’t want to give away trade secrets.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 5:07:43 PM
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mthom54
Joined On 5/15/2011 6:29:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cannibalism is actually part of satanic ritual. The Elitists and many celebrities, politicians, etc. are satanists. They’ve been grotesquely

into eating humans and child/human sacriRce for this reason. This is why they like abortion and putting “parts” in our foods and

vaccines. This is all a spiritual battle between God and Satan before it’s a battle between Elitists and regular folks. Get close to God

y’all. He’s our only way out of this (in His mercy). And regarding the statement: Surprisingly, according to Human Life International

(HLI),32 a supposedly pro-life, Catholic organization, it is justiRable if it's "in the service of humanity."’ Satan has also entered the

Church on some level.

This is NOT true Catholic theology. The ends do NOT justify the means. This is not representative of the many true Catholics who are

very much against putting aborted fetal cells in vaccines and have spoken against it. It is actually sinful to knowingly get a vaccine

with the cells and shows a lack of faith in God ro take care of you whether you live or die from some disease. You’ve got to know your

Catholic Faith well these days if you want to save your soul.

Very easy to be lead astray even within the Church right now otherwise. The devil is sneaky (wold in sheep’s clothing) and we have to

be shrewd like serpents as the Bible says and counter bad ideology under the mask of false Catholic truth like this. The truth is no

matter how many Bishops say it’s okay, the ones that say it’s not okay are actually following our catechism’s teachings, not the others.

Pray to the Holy Face of Jesus for freedom from communism. He gave us this devotion for this exact battle and time. Peace and Love

to all

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 3:52:40 AM
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man8850
Joined On 5/26/2021 10:36:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are completely lost. And you are not a Roman Catholic. You are a Vatican II worshipper.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 6:29:40 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Roman Catholic "Church" is the work of Satan from start to Rnish. This system began as a state religion in the 4th century

and Peter is certainly not the Rrst Pope. You need to read your owner's manual not the catechism of the church of Satan. I write

as an ex altar boy of 6 years who escaped the cult.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 8:24:45 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Christians, non-Christians, respect and consideration for all those who share their deeply held feelings and beliefs. Discovering

more truth depends on free and open dialogue and exploration, very much including views we Rnd abhorrent. Thanks to all for

risking to share their developing truth. We only see "through a glass darkly" and likely don't have the Rnal answer on god's holy

truths. Knowing what's right for others doesn't help them see more, but only 100% of the time. Nor does it help us Rnd out more

about our own connection to the Godhead and what's true for us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:51:17 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Commutation of the eucharist vs. transmutation has long been debated. Moral objections aside, there are some things I just do

not think are reasonable to put into your body.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:12:29 AM
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If we Rght amongst ourselves, then they have already won.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:20:19 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for clarifying. I have known several Catholics throughout my life, and only a teensy fraction actually put their faith

into practice. Our neighbor is a true and blue believing Catholic. She is interesting to talk to because she really knows and

believes in her religion. (I am a Protestant).

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:50:40 AM
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ceremonies are often occult magic, so taking part in them can be corruption and/or initiation! This probably includes a lot more

than just the dens of iniquity called temples and churches [1]. Jesus never taught people to worship in churches, because our

bodies are the real temples; this is why evil seeks to corrupt our bodies! [1] Before vast Tartaria [2] declined and was dishonestly

removed from all modern history books and maps, cathedrals were apparently hospitals, places of spiritual healing, even power

stations, not places of worship. [2] V. Putin recently released a substantial archive of Tartarian documentation, in part to

humiliate those who faked the history of North America! A lot of supposedly new cities already existed, long before the settlers

arrived, and many with European like or sounding names!

==== Anyhow, back to the topic of the article; 1) Industrial farmed insects would probably not be healthy, because their diet

would be far worse than from that in the outside natural environment, like those of insects eaten by some tribes and Australian

aborigines, in wilds. 2) Apart from the immorality, and offensiveness of eating humans, there would also be the risks of nasty

prion diseases, and probably far worse mercury, drug, and bad diet poisoning the human bodies than any farm animals! This

poisoning would likely be a fatal spanner-in-the-works for any "Soylent Green" like plan!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 6:56:43 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And how many other things are we being programmed for as well? The more I see of this brave new world, all I want to become is a

recluse. Cannibalism has never worked out very well. A study of history should sulce. Surely, one reason to promote such things is to

devalue life as we know it. Breaking all taboos and forcing the mind to compartmentalize itself. A sort of trauma to condition response

and shape behavior in manipulated ways.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 4:12:40 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Almond, all of nature is, as a whole, harmonious, and humanity dreams of a fairer, less inharmonious society. These global

elites want to manage the entire planet, they think they are much smarter than free-spirited people, who can intervene in

decisions. It's not about climate change. It's about raising your taxes. It's not about equality. It's about increasing regulation of

ordinary people like you and me. It is not about improving your standard of living. It's about giving them more and more power.

They care about one thing and one thing only, which is to pursue their own interest.

Let us Rght to defend a democracy where human values triumph, respect, empathy, responsibility, solidarity, will, honesty,

gratitude and above all love that is the great exponent that should encourage hope for a better world, a world where there is no

place hatred, selRshness, violence and indifference towards others, which are our day to day, commanded by psychopathic

minds that only worship power and money.  We do not want transhumans who obey artiRcial intelligence, industrial food, the

attack on the very nature of the human being and respect for biodiversity, we want people with good blood, with a good

microbiome and a soul that characterizes the human race .
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Almond, Stay strong and courageous, Sister! We are Rghting a 4th/5th gen war (govt subversion/ information warfare)... and i

think we may be winning, hence things are getting more violent and oppressive. Ever want to be part of a revolution? You are.

We are making history, and we (the enemy of technocratic dehumanistic man-eating evil) get a vote in the outcome. We are also

Rghting a spiritual battle against forces of darkness. That battle has already been won, and all we need to do is claim the

victory. Christ is returning... and there are many signs pointing that way as well.
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Almond, my guess is we will eventually need to read Mattias Desmet's book (note: Amazon listed this as a best seller but not

"The Real Dr Fauci"!): www.amazon.com/Books-Mattias-Desmet/s?rh=n%3A283155%2Cp_27%3AMattias+D..  - Am starting to

come up with alternate names for tv like: Pharma TV or Coursecorrupted TV, any other ideas? So many people are still getting

health information from ads they see on tv..
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Here's a cautionary tale of what chaos is currently occurring within a 1-week timeframe. As lawsuits were announced, Rled

against Twitter, Google and Facebook about censoring experts, marketwatch (Dow Jones) ran an article recently - timing? -

about how the case is closed, there was no leak and the source of the virus was the Wuhan wet market! Then I receive an email

update from Senator Rand Paul reading this: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 29, 2022 Contact: Press_Paul@paul.senate.gov,

202-224-4343 WASHINGTON, D.C.

Yesterday, U.S. Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) along with Senators Richard Burr (R-NC) and Ted Cruz (R-TX) launched a new

oversight investigation into potential waste, fraud, and abuse of taxpayer dollars by the National Science Foundation (NSF). The

members announced the probe in a letter sent today to the NSF requesting more information about the agency’s strategic

budget plan, grant review and award process, and potential conficts of interest. “We have a growing concern that tens of

millions of dollars have and continue to be spent [by the National Science Foundation] on studies of questionable value.

While not all of these studies are obvious wastes of taxpayer dollars, many still raise major concerns about the importance of

your agency’s mission,” the Senators wrote. “These concerns are compounded when NSF funds research projects with a

particular political bent,” the Senators continued. “While NSF enjoys independent status in order to protect the agency’s

scientiRc mission, grants such as these call into question the NSF’s impartiality and whether the agency considers it is

appropriate to fund projects leveraged for political advocacy.” The Senators concluded, “We live in a time where most Americans

are trying to make ends meet to put food on the table and gas in the cars, meanwhile our government agencies seem to be

spending money frivolously on a wish list of special interest research projects.

Given these concerns, we are beginning an oversight inves
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Here's the Rnal paragraph: - - - The Senators concluded, “We live in a time where most Americans are trying to make ends meet

to put food on the table and gas in the cars, meanwhile our government agencies seem to be spending money frivolously on a

wish list of special interest research projects. Given these concerns, we are beginning an oversight investigation into NSF’s

grant-making processes.” And this was posted from 2-days earlier: Dr. Rand Paul Sends Letter to Acting NIH Director Tabak

Demanding Transparency on the Origins of COVID-19 Jul 27, 2022 FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE : July 27, 2022 Contact :

Press_Paul@paul.senate.gov , 202-224-4343 WASHINGTON, D.C.

Today, U.S. Senator Rand Paul (R-KY) sent a letter to Acting Director of the National Institutes of Health, Lawrence A. Tabak

regarding the National Institutes of Health (NIH)’s processing of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests related to the

origins of COVID-19. The letter is in response to recent revelations that the NIH is withholding information from the public for

political reasons. “Unfortunately, NIH has repeatedly disregarded its responsibilities under FOIA and the...Read more
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political reasons. “Unfortunately, NIH has repeatedly disregarded its responsibilities under FOIA and the...Read more
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AND there's more on his olcial website. Looks like mainstream media and the democrats looking at mid-term elections are

waging war on any Congressional investigations of any part of this multi-faceted fakeout of a pandemic and gain of function

research. Everyone needs to keep awake for faked articles, with clear political bents associated to things that may bear little

resemblance to what has been happening. The attempts at media whitewashing and greenwashing is intense, and I am short on

time, NOT retired.... Add'l, similar lawsuit pressures may be occurring in the EU.
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rrealrose... Too much wasted money in all directions... Biden administration giving Pell grants to ex-convict felons to help them

rehab and re-enter society. Why don't we spend the money rewarding all the kids who worked hard and did not screw up instead

of handing our money based on offender status, income and minority status. How about a level playing Reld where merit is

rewarded? Raise standards. I have seen too much money thrown at derelicts that never get back on the right track. I was one of

those students who worked 3 part time jobs to put myself thru school. (I barely survived and missed many meals.) What could

possibly go wrong? So, your kid shows up at college and gets assigned a roommate. Not sure if they have violent tendencies or

are a pervert. Then, the stereo goes missing. Cannot Rle a complaint as that would not be PC...
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Yes? The waste of taxpayer funds is everywhere, however You are missing what occurred this week and last. I had been quietly

grousing that Congress was so hung up on the Jan 6 onging proceedings (distraction, presumably to keep Trump from running

a second term) that they cannot see death and maiming going on, and now toddler and kids injuries? OMG. Anyway, turns out

several senators have lobbed a hand-grenade at the NIH for frivolous spending and another lobbed at the NIAID on gain-of

function research, this means HHS is involved as is CDC., DARPA (who paid for a portion of gof trials) and Big Pharma are

involved, as well as the Democratic party's bids for mid-term elections. Pushback already started. Mainstream media is nuts,

with major ADVERTISER conficts. Good reason not to trust much of anything right now. HAPPY 25TH ANNIVERSARY DR

MERCOLA!!
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Still, a one time WEF members barbecue might be a good idea...or, in a more civilized way: Nuremberg 2 trial for all the elites

plus their enthusiastic, corrupt helpers.
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I am all for the so called globalist "elites" eating one another. The NWO are a bunch of inferior psychotic zombies. Leave the rest out of

it.
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Yes, perhaps they should put professor Magnus Soderlund in the pot Rrst, followed by Klaus Schwab.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Why is this guy KS still walking around? How is it that the rest of the world has allowed him to amasse such power and infuence?????

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 2:28:56 AM
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He’s not at the Top - it goes higher than him WATCH the FALL of the CABAL - YouTube
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good Question, katoonz, ...why is KS still walking around?K
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rothschilds are his masters.  The "elites" are all inferior weak evil scum who look like hideous mutant zombies.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don’t be naive, katoonz. Schwab is just a front man for the real power brokers who control the world Rnancial system and their

degenerate investors who funded the Nazi war effort and go all the way back to Rockefeller and beyond. The American political

system was broken decades ago if not before. British politicians and others are just stooges. We are being played by a system

that is now coming to fruition via fake plandemics, the fake “climate change” narrative, fake wars, fake food and fuel shortages,

etc etc to impoverish the human race and turn us into dependant beggars.

You won’t catch Scwhab, Prince Charles and the royals eating insects and cadavers, while they tuck into their grass fed,

biodynamically raised organic rump steaks and fy about in their private jets. The biggest polluter of the planet in terms of CO2

emissions is probably Amazon, or similar. Do more research, please and follow Dr M’s advice on how to survive the war against

decency and help create a parallel society based on good not evil.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity is governed by the true lovers of power and money among the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the

institutional entities, the information media moved by the strings of big capital. They are psychopaths who wreak havoc on

innocent lives by uncaring, selRsh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected olcials who lie to their constituents, trade

political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens. electorate, bilking taxpayers out of

hard-earned dollars, favoring the corporate elite, entrenching the military industrial complex, and giving little thought to the

impact their thoughtless actions and hastily passed legislation could have on defenseless citizens.

It is the historical tradition of the multimillionaire families that run Davos and the new world order, through the control of

information, the global Rnancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and companies and, ultimately, they seek to

indoctrinate humanity and own of private property.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The wealthy and powerful have bought or persuaded the politicians. Klaus's young global leaders are mostly in charge in the

governments now. The justice systems are corrupt, and the medical systems are also. The are just carrying on with their plan as

they know nothing is stopping them. They are building 500 new luxury fats in Glasgow but only to RENT - and so it begins "YOU

WILL OWN NOTHING"
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CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People are waking up to Dr.Evil and his comrades! https://youtu.be/TTIlbcWURHY
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Powers That Be - are very good at what they do, and have been for generations (they use a long term time-frame - think

decades). Most working people fail to have insight and understanding of "cause & effect." The "effect" being the incredible

transfer of power, control, and wealth from them, the working-class to the "elites." Bank for International Settlements (bank for

the central banks) - top of my list. And it is a long list.  Guillermou - hits the nail on the head.
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Sue12Cross
Joined On 10/31/2009 3:22:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He's a guy that runs a family business for proRt that's what the WEF is. He has no power and no infuence and that is why he's

still walking around. The people with the real power, who are rich beyond the dreams of avarice and could buy up a 1000

characters like Bill Gates and Bezos et al and still have change left over to rule the World, are never seen and their name are just

hinted at. However, they have only become powerful because of the people they can buy or threaten to do their bidding and

therein lies their weakness. This is why they have always failed in the past and why they are retrenching now and if humanity

doesn't Rnally 'wake-up' their descendants will try again in another 75 years or so.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The rich get richer while they plunder those who are earning. Taxes, infation, bankruptcy, outright corruption and theft, etc.

These are all means of wealth transfer. I have nothing against wealth. i would like to see everyone become independently

wealthy and have no more need for most govt services. My only complaint is when it is gained by theft and subterfuge. Much

better if someone actually produced a new and useful widget.
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Momaof6
Joined On 9/27/2010 4:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RebelChick you are awake! I love it!
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It appears he and others similar to him hide behind the scenes and infuence people who are at least more inclined to do things

for people even though they don't through their money.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My thought is that satanists drink pee, eat poop, cannibalize victims of human sacriRce, and eat bugs. They do this because the are

deranged degenerates, not for environmental concern. It's quite olcial. Satanism is being shoved down our throats by deranged

psychopaths. Oh the irony. "Experts."
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly !!! They are Satanists !!! Hell bent on pushing Hell on us - GOD will take care of these DEMONS!!!
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exmouth123
Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An excellent paper regarding the children killed by covid vaxx. Please read. Written by data analyst Joel Smalley.

substack.com/redirect/2/eyJlIjoiaHR0cHM6Ly9tZXRhdHJvbi5zdWJzdGFjay5jb2..
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, please everyone keep your KIDS healthy.....no Jabs, This is sad. Lets keep our kids SAFE......Please.

metatron.substack.com/p/covid-vaccine-deaths-of-children?utm_source=su..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Am leaning towards Angry American Mom's showing up in front of the FDA's revolving door in Washington, with

pitchforks and rotten tomatoes in hand. Cannot imagine anything else stopping this blind GREED and HUMAN RAMPAGE by Big

PHARMA and their minions in these rogue agencies. An organized display of anger and dismay, plus non-compliance with entire

unproven and untested childhood vaccine schedule needs to happen!
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This isn't going to end until the childhood schedule is essentially destroyed. 95 percent of the entire schedule is devoted

towards entirely harmless diseases or diseases so incredibly rare one has to ask themselves.... why? For the extremely small

amount of them that probably are important, the bridge has been stretched so far that even those will probably end up

eradicated as well when it's all said and done. Then one must ask themselves what truly did eradicate disease ... was it vaccines

as they claim or was it a combination of better nutrition, running water, and better sanitation? Because every parent, regardless

of whatever side of the coin they are on or whatever their views are in fact making decisions based on what they believe to be in

the best interest of their child or children.

The clot shot has raised this question to many, although I was at that point before and regardless of this. But most parents, at

least before all of this, went along with it, because even though they never took all of those shots, they believed they had been

tested, others had before them, and the agencies we are supposed to trust could be trusted. Now many parents are Rnding out

the hard way every bit of it is quite the opposite. And I think their indemnity that has occurred since 1986 has yielded them

tremendous power where they no longer even have to give a half-attempt. This is not going to end well.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cue Flanders and Swann. "The Reluctant Cannibal".  This was a British comedy team my parents enjoyed in my youth. Keep laughing at

the demons, they hate it and it disempowers them. m.youtube.com/watch
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow that humour really hit the spot Gwyn!  A good laugh triggers all kinds of health and good energy inside. Worth a watch ..

There are couple of really good lines, and sincerely a good message running throughout, I don’t eat people.’ Thank you!!!  God

bless
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More: A little boy and his dad are sitting at the dinner table when the little boy asks his dad, “Dad, are bugs good to eat?” The

dad responds, “Son, we’re at the dinner table. We don’t talk about things like that at dinner.” The son says, “but Dad,” only to have

the father interrupt him and remind him that bugs are not appropriate dinner conversation. Later that evening, after they have

Rnished their meal, the dad asks, “Why were you asking about eating bugs at dinner? What do you need to know?” The son

replies, “I don’t need to know anything, anymore. There was a bug in your soup, but you ate it.”
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

.. hahah Gui, good one, thank you.. good reminders to pray over all my meals..
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My God, I didn't want to even think about this, but I'm so relieved you've got the courage to put it out there. Knowing their intentions is

everything. We'll be better armed to Rght back when the time comes.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Having it in front of us is better than denial. If I can see it and not be reactive I can act better, prepare better, keep in balance.
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SUE SIEBER
Joined On 6/20/2006 6:35:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could anyone recommend a decent chianti?
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about Chianti Superiore from Poggio Tempesta that brings out fesh coloured cherry and mocha favours; it complements

aged excrement, processed by-products of the abortion industry as well as your choice of organ meats. Alternatively, the

leathery notes of GM hard skin and footsole, aged for up to two years - the perfect complement to your fricasee de chairs

humains. Bon appetit!
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vanessa3436
Joined On 11/13/2013 5:09:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rand Paul, Burr, and Cruz are clowns in the clown show we call Washington. The NSF needs to be dismantled Like rest of Washington

this is a clown show. They are going to look into how the funds are being wasted. How many times in my lifetime have I heard this

nonsense this is just ploys been put out to placate people and to numb them down to move them along till the next supposed crisis. I

see it building slowly everyone is getting angry and that means they are going down and everyone of this evil cabal from the

Rockefellers Vanderbilt to all their foolish egotistical tools they put in front of them to take the heat Gates etc.

They are using the whole world as their diabolical evil laboratory did you really think the holocaust ended? They take care of

themselves and hurt everyone else. There is no room for any of them anymore, they have been showing the ugliness of their hearts

and minds to us for many decades. We have all the proof we need about who they are and how they think about us. Literally game

over. How dare they create Our God’s creation so disrespectfully. And I do include all of us I for one am not going to be treated for up

like this.

They are insane and evil criminals and we are not. They have actually stolen, cheated, lied, connived and thieved our money and our

resources away and used us and all God’ creation as Guinea pigs in their experiments. Stop turning a blind eye and stay away from the

money it will not protect you as it is an illusion. Stop being all starry eyed like a child in a candy store no amount of money ever gave a

person their health or body back and neither did it ever bring back a dead child or other beloved person. Everyone needs to grow up

and it’s time we took it all back.
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evedawn
Joined On 7/13/2011 6:31:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Year is 2022, and my family owns and operates a regenerative farm. This year we started a community garden and next year we

want to start a community grazing area. Much of our land is wooded and we forage plants, fruits and mushrooms and invite other to

do the same. We homeschool our children and besides 2 hour daily sit-down education we focus on developing skills and taking

responsibility. We invite other homeschooling families to our farm on Wednesdays. The Year is 2030 and the cabal and their genocidal

and slavery scheme has been exposed. Humanity is still in the process of holding the perpetrators and their co-operators accountable

but we are also rebuilding and a new awareness, unity and love has Rlled the hearts of the people. The future has never looked better.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your vision.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are the epitome of a domestic terrorist. Thank you for living according to God's design. One correction, genocide and

slavery will be exposed long before 2030.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice vision. I hope it's correct. I have a hard time imagining the covidiots that got behind this scam, which is the vast majority of

the public, Rnding awareness, unity, and love in their hearts. If they even have a heart. They certainly lack a brain. If the dire

predictions of Mikovits et. al. are correct and the jabbed die off, I can see your vision being quite prescient.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to share your optimism. But while I has spent reading this entire article with an upset stomach on the verge of

vomiting, I just really don't have much to say. I'm quite speechless. I hope you are right, but I think it will take more people to

wake up.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Congrats to you, Dr. Mercola, for standing strong on and for the rights of those who want to live a good, clean, healthy life. Thanks for

standing up against all the wrongs going on. And most of all, Thank You for having this platform for us to communicate. God's

Blessing to you!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Now I’m completely nauseated. I guess some people will be stupid enough to fall for this too. It will cause Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease.

People that practice this will go insane and they won’t live long either. The nightmare is getting worse every day. They’re not elites,

they’re monsters
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Momaof6
Joined On 9/27/2010 4:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is that what people refer to as Kuru?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mad cow disease
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kuru, Cjd and mad cow (Bse) are 3 different prion diseases. They aren't the same however do have similar symptoms and all are

fatal. Bse speciRcally is only related to cattle, whereas Kuru, a resilt of eating brains, can affect both animals and humans. Cjd is

the result of eating Bse tainted meat but can also be hereditary. All still considered rare. You can Google for more info. There's

too many links to post.
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pam9582
Joined On 3/15/2018 7:11:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The psychos who scheme against us, seem intent on conning us into bestializing ourselves - abortion, cannibalism, child sex change,

child abuse with vaccines, drug and alcohol abuse, free love . . . Some things they've gotten away with; conning some of us to either

believe or be tolerant. They've confused people to the point they don't know what they think or they're afraid to be Rrm in their beliefs in

right and wrong because they might offend someone. They're going too far, however, which will be the undoing of these evil people.

Standing Rrm in what's right is an easy way each of us can thwart their plans. Our internal strength will attract others. It will snowball.
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DrLizbeth
Joined On 5/13/2022 6:55:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Save the planet---Kill the people. Communist, Fascist, Barbarian, Demonic Globalists want us dead. Don't the Hollywood elites learn

anything from their own dystopian movies like the "Hunger Games?"
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Johnno4
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:50:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Katy Perry promoting cannibalism? Nicole Kidman eating bugs? I smell a rat. (Possibly spit-roasted.)
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EnergySource
Joined On 1/16/2021 2:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OF COURSE we're being programmed for this. It's been in Movies, shows and books for DECADES.. but now it's really ramping up.

 Bible prophecy fortold about these end times and how Famine, the third Horseman of the Apocalypse, Famine PRICES of a days wage

for a loaf of bread and how starvation would lead to eventual MEGA death, with people even EATING each other to survive. This

happened during the middle ages too when people would literally throw HOOKS down from rooftops FISHING for unweary pedestrians

and PULL them up and eat them. Sadly this and worse will happen again because Man REFUSES to Repent, change and obey God's

laws and commands.
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Momaof6
Joined On 9/27/2010 4:16:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you keep commands as in Torah? And I agree with you btw. I am a torah keeping christian and the commands are very

relevant.
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WTH ??? Solvent Green - movie starring Charleston Heston come TRUE!!!
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Predictive, as described by Aldous Huxley, probably a member of the Tavistock Institute that originally cooked up our "Brave

New World." Well, I say, throw THEM all in their futuristic soup and feed it to a bunch of sharks.
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and1515
Joined On 9/21/2021 6:08:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Feed the WEF to the hyenas. Uncooked is Rne.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 2:19:55 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Humanity is plagued by its own lack of "practicing" self-love. Lack of self-love transforms the energy of creation into... those 'demons'

that 'help' you to simply eat yourself, for your own perverted self-destructive satisfaction... hahahaaa :))) In this case, you are an idiot

and notorious cretin who deserves to disappear into nothingness. Well, we really don't need morons like you. You're going to implode

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 1:07:02 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Mother of "Naive People" is always pregnant ...Any humane and conscious Person must conclude that, if the Ends, however

desireable ,are uncertain and the Means are horrible and certain...These Means must not be employed.....

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 1:53:57 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This vile trash of the devils spawn needs to be purged from the Lords Earth. I NEVER thought that Charlton Heston screaming out to all

that could hear him "Soylent Green is PEOPLE!" would become a reality or something "good" Eat people? You are a zombie. And we

know what happens to zombies!! He (Shwabb)makes me physically ill to look at him - you are looking at Satans spawn.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:17:11 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is so much evidence of Bill Gates' Rngers and entire hands involved in the Covid-19 Hoax death serum development and

proliferation I don't understand why he is still walking around free. His passport should have been revoked a long time ago. This

man is "pure evil".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:02:18 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe this is what happens when one has the beneRt of living in times of plenty with the luxury of debating Rrst-world problems like

pronouns. You lose any concept of reality. You have no idea what privation looks like, not even in the few images of the third-world

grinding poverty that most in the West cannot fathom. You can concern yourself with "the planet" when Rrst-, second- and third-order

needs are taken for granted. If today's reality were made into a movie, it would be panned for having a plot so ridiculous that no level of

suspending disbelief would be enough. Yet, here we are.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 8:36:13 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would guess those at the top are well aware of what pronouns are what and simply dictating and wishing to change verbiage to

force people to think differently than they have.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:55:43 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

CRAIGMESA
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:35:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We humans are transmitters and receivers! our words are powerful! That’s where prayer comes into effect! the only one who can stop

these evil puppets is the Father who is right above us literally! Pray to him to come quickly because every single breath we take is Rlled

with nano sized poisons every where and none of us on his green plane can escape it! The same evil bastards who are doing this to us

are the same people who have fed us the spinning ball into inRnite space! Wake up neighbors!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 8:14:46 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for your words of wisdom and truth, Craig.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 8:29:11 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its so interesting that you have posted this today. If you have Sarah Young's book "Jesus Calling" look at today's devotional!!!. I

LOVE your post!  God Bless and keep you and all those you love.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:32:25 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Alfurs
Joined On 8/27/2020 3:44:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The satanists of the NWO will stop at nothing to take people away from God.  Cannibalism is an abomination - a major sin.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 7:18:09 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Greenhouse gases released per kg" Very interestingly, they use a measure of CO2 (a restorative gas that makes plants grow and is

resulting in planetary rejuvenation and crop growth) to try to convince us WHY we need to eat bugs. Attempts to control food supply

(and create scarcity by attacking it) parallel attempts to control carbon, dually essential to energy and food. At least they are being

consistent in their attempt to decimate our food supply. like covid, monkeypox, gulag jailing jan6 patriots, and media censorship,

"GHGs" are simply another lie meant to scare/control people. Stress is a fear reaction. Prolonged stress is unhealthy. Freedom is

healthy; take it back. Great approach on article and very revealing.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 5:33:01 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like it's cheaper to raise a human than a cow, preposterous. Besides it's downright disgusting and an abomination. Just makes me

glad, at least hope, I will not be here for tribulation. Can't even imagine. God made everything we need to sustain us and He made the

world to sustain such things. Greenhouse gas isn't a concern for the Earth. It's just the evil one trying to fear monger human beings

into helping his agenda. It comes to kill, steal and destroy us! John 10:1-42. "The theif comes only to steal and kill and destroy. I came

that they may have life and have it abundantly. "

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 5:28:33 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, BUT!!! Don't forget there is an endless supply of  aborted babies. Puts new meaning into the term "Baby Food", now

 doesn't it

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:08:32 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

bibakaihatsu
Joined On 6/21/2022 6:46:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think bringing up cannibalism at this junction and making it sound like human meat has already entered our food supply chain is just

a way to make sure people cringe at the sight of red meat. It is a way to destroy the beef industry by insinuating that if we eat beef, or

pork, we might actually be eating human meat. This is one massive psy-op that we are going through.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 3:36:59 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, that makes perfect sense-- it's ALWAYS some kind of psyops, isn't it? Seems perfectly rational to expect "Them" to start a

campaign to gross us out so we wouldn't want to eat real meat any longer. My answer to this INSANITY? SUPPORT LOCAL

FARMING, grow as much food of your own as possible and support local RANCHING. Get to know your rancher and where

possible subscribe to their farm-to-table offerings.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/4/2022 2:15:34 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In response to Sue275: I agree with you wholeheartedly.. While freedom of speech is admirable - and absolutely vital - especially in

today's world, I do wish that some of these 'Christians' would stop banging on about JC et al. As you so rightly intimated, many of us

have very different spiritual approaches to life's conundrums - and these do include love and harmony as part of our belief system/s.

From my perspective, to get bombarded by Biblical (NT -usually) quotations is deRnitely rather tedious. And I speak as one who has a

degree in Theology; probably explains why I am no longer a practising Christian (although I do agree that what we are currently

experiencing could be lifted right out of the Book of Revelation).

However, I do also believe in a 'Higher Power/Energy Source'; I am still on a quest to Rnd out why/what this might be - and I am now

70... And - over the years, while on this quest - I have come across quite a few interesting - and challenging concepts that keep me

searching. We all need to keep our minds open...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/4/2022 3:06:39 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This whole freakin thing is so satanic! Truly end times we are in.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 5:10:33 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

nairotci
Joined On 8/3/2017 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I could not bring myself to read anything about eating other humans. I would rather die than do that.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 2:08:15 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I basically would read the Rrst sentence of each part and then scroll to the next section. It made my stomach far too uneasy. I'm

not sure whether the phrase sadistic or sociopaths is more appropriate in describing the people who want this.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:41:26 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Bunny3
Joined On 5/13/2008 5:25:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What they're really endorsing is murdering people for food. Another way to depopulate the planet. We should be ready to defend

ourselves against these monsters when the shtf.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:02:11 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Still Here
Joined On 3/1/2008 4:26:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On a purely practical note, there has reportedly been a 60% decline in the insect population of the UK over the last decade or so,

thanks to the widespread use of glyphosate, and I don't suppose the rest of the developed world is any different. If we are to start

eating insects instead of meat, there aren't going to be enough of them left to pollinate crops. Have any of these celebs thought about

that? Or for that matter, have any of them thought about anything?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:36:01 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates owns an insect plant/company in Canada. They're going to grow them and feed them to us. Not them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:50:08 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I was growing up, the summers were absolutely a chorus of singing and fying insects. The bees buzzed, the butterfies

showed their gorgeous colors, the cicada's sang, and the lightening bugs would turn your lawn into Vincent VanGogh's starry

night. When is the last time you saw a butterfy? Apparently the Monarch's are almost gone. The glyphosphates have done their

evil work, while making MonSatan very "rich" (in earthly terms)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:57:56 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve recently read/seen other articles about this subject. No apologies for my words: Demonic souls in the WHO, and WEF.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:21:34 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There have been several "movies" from the liberal Hollywierd organization that started as science Rction that have actually taken

place. China has been the subject of some of them. I would not at all be surprised that China practices cannibalism today. We know

they are harvesting body parts from people the government feels are "unworthy to live" therefore can be killed for parts. Nobody

knows what happens to the parts of the bodies they can't sell to someone with the money. Why not make ground pork out of them. The

CCP has no conscience as do most communists.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:49:48 AM
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not being anything close or reasonable to being philosophical, I have a diet perfect for the WEF - each other. Tonight's menu features
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Not being anything close or reasonable to being philosophical, I have a diet perfect for the WEF - each other. Tonight's menu features

'Gates parmesan.' Frankly, I look around and, to me, their goal may be somewhat attainable but very short lived. They underestimate

the power of the human spirit and think that their bunkers are sustainable indeRnitely - I seriously doubt for very long. Like the

Russians say - bunkers and safe rooms are nothing more than convenient, in place, colns. ;-) Schwab is nothing more than the new

face of Hitler. Ask Adolph how that worked out for him. Whatever. Bring it on.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:23:30 AM
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe that during Vietnam the U.S. had "bunker busters" that could go as deep as 50 feet. When large underground cities

were discovered the "BB's" were used instead of sending in the extremely dangerous Tunnel Rats. That was 30 years ago. I

would bet these devices have been highly improved since then.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:57:53 AM
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this what the  Homeland Security Prison camps are  all in place for?  Don't agree with Us???? You will be the next course!!!!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The next course is going to be Schwabb and his Satans spawn minions. Only not eaten - their heads will be on pikes ala Count

Vlad (the Impaler). Kick them back to hell where they crawled out of.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our current government is exactly what Thomas Jefferson was thinking about when he wrote his famous statement "

“Whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends [life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness] it is the right

of the people to alter or abolish it, and to institute new government that will serve the public...”
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tra7551
Joined On 12/7/2019 4:56:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disney did a movie called "Fresh" and they made cannibalism look 'cool' and 'chique' - Blew my mind. I sent them about 10 emails to

different depts to protest.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the WEF and globalist and some celebrities are off their rocker for even suggesting cannibalism to effect climate change. This

kind of thinking is evil and should be unthinkable for humans to do. We have some sick people in this world.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless they can poison the entire underground water base, then this is not a concern. I do believe they are going to use monkey pox to

contaminate the world supply of meat. This virus is easily transferrable between humans and animals, so not even wild game may be

safe if this is unleashed.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IF it's even real ...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:43:50 PM
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mtb1939
Joined On 9/5/2017 7:30:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For celebrities, this promotion of eating bugs, sludge, and humans is just a way to make a living. Alot of these actors are older and not

doing much acting and this is just another 'gig'..
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efs8045
Joined On 12/20/2020 8:33:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hunger Games movie? The book was mandatory in my children's 7th grade class. That’s awhile ago-see how it starts?
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carolsag53
Joined On 4/8/2010 3:01:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the majority of the USA votes for and tolerates a President like Biden the end can not be too far away and this is from a former

"bleeding heart liberal" democrat for 50 years but I felt I had no choice but to vote for Trump, the so called "woke and cancel " culture is

just a poor excuse to shame and hate people that don't agree with them and go against everything liberal/dem's use to stand for like

compassion.forgiveness and tolerance.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone realizes all the perps responsible for all of this are in fact still doing so with nary a concern of what you or I think. DeRnition

of insanity is what again? Just when will the bully in the school yard take that PUNCH to make he-she-it realize?
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wil9373
Joined On 3/9/2016 3:12:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so much Dr Mercola for your years of dedication to us! We need you! You are in my daily prayers
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola's VERY disturbing article reminded me of a horror story I read (when I was into them) about a restaurant that only

occasionally served a very special dish - Lamb Amirstan. This story - 'The Speciality of the House' was written by Stanley Ellin (and I

had always thought it was a British author from the late 1890s)..  One lives and learns.. So maybe the story about the LA Restaurant

isn't so far-fetched after all..  https://www.cannibalclub.org/  If this place really exists, then God - or whatever entity you might believe

in - help us all.. I am only scared to die f it is going to be painful; otherwise, methinks it is time for another cleansing of the Augean

Stables - worldwide..
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den8612
Joined On 8/6/2020 12:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

O...M...G......!!!!
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Joined On 12/31/2021 9:45:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The WEF are all multi billionaires, that think they are the only ones with brains. So not true. Money doesn't mean you're smart. They are

all psychopaths. Someone's army needs to take them out, or at least capture them, imprison them, and feed THEM the bugs and sewer

water they want to give us. This has already gotten so out of control.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Subbed since 2009! Thank you Dr. Mercola!
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Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, now, I’ll have a NWOrder of CDCheese burger with CFRelish, a side of WEFrench fries, WHOnion rings, and a large TLCoke. Except

these evil ones would give me food poisoning. Being funny here, but the article on this whole thing is so grotesque and abnormal.
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os00
Joined On 8/18/2010 3:11:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola needs to get on the Joe Rogan podcast or promote someone else to help explain how regenerative agriculture can be done

and dispel the myth that you cannot feed people on a large scale with regenerative farming. Have heard this from many people...
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

o wait. the temperature books are knowingly cooked. We AREN'T as hot as we thought.

 www.heartland.org/news-opinion/news/media-advisory-96-of-us-climate-da..  -95% of global climate models over predict warming

that actually occurred. -96% of US weather stations are tainted -60% of earth's climate data is made up (using the jacked up models)

-the liars are being exposed. the truth isbeing revealed. ... and we don't have to eat bugs after all.
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Mary990
Joined On 6/8/2022 7:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right ... so we are told to not go outside because a heatwave where we live could kill us ... but yet we travel and go on vacations

to places that have this heatwave but yet it miraculously never kills us! Do people ever process anything they are ever told?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:46:12 PM
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healthfreedomdghter
Joined On 4/30/2012 8:10:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eliminate CAFO cattle and the methane excuse goes away. Cattle consuming corn emit a lot more methane. Free-range cattle emit

less - about the same as buffalo. There were once up to 100 million buffalo roaming North America, before their slaughter. There are

close that many cattle in North America now.
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting. What is also interesting is how eating bugs is demonized, but eating the fesh and blood of baby animals is normal and we

enjoy doing it?. Chickens naturally live over 8 years, and cattle and cows, 20 years. Yet even "pastured" chickens are slaughtered at 55

days old, and cattle at about 1 1/2 years, and cows (forced to provide milk by constant pregnancy) are lucky to survive to age 4 (or

maybe 5 in pastured cows). What happens to baby male cows who cannot give milk? what happens to male laying hen chicks who

cannot create eggs (as females can)?. My guess is you do not want eating bugs to be FORCED on human animals. 20 million humans

eat bug worldwide, if you choose not to, and Rll storage freezers with the dead farm animals, don't. The world is rife with humans

addicted to fesh and blood, who "like" and enjoy it, but since the Nephilim taught humans to kill and eat the dead, we have had an

angry, violent, and war-like world. Alas, we are what we have eaten.
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You’re way out there in lefto Reld. Actually the satanic Nephilim Ate Humans. As in the days of Noah so shall the return coming

of Jesus be. And btw, we are Not at the lower level of animals. We Humans Alone are created in God’s image. He gave us canine

teeth to rip meat, not carrot sticks. Animals were made to feed us, clothe us, do work for us, entertain and be companions to us.

They also should be properly raised, fed, and slaughtered.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 10:12:32 PM
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markbrodyhomeopath
Joined On 8/16/2018 7:03:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm all for cannibalism as long as it's globalists I'll be consuming. I'd eat anything but their brains, which are too toxic to be ingested.
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Server: May I Take Your Order Please?  Customer: I Have The Madagascar Cockroach Burger w/Everything On It, A large Order Of The

Caterpillar Fries and A 16oz Glass Of Pig’s Bloid!  Server: I’ll Get That Ready For You!  Customer: Thanks!!!  Question: Is this about how

it’s going to happen?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 6:43:15 PM
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Penelzpix
Joined On 9/13/2021 12:04:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola...I read your posts on an almost daily basis. They are quite informative. However, today's that spotlights & implies that

using sewer water as potable water is a bad thing. I disagree. I started studying the tertiary water treatment systems almost 30 years
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using sewer water as potable water is a bad thing. I disagree. I started studying the tertiary water treatment systems almost 30 years

ago when I was trying to save an historic Julia Morgan building here in the Gold Country of California. My partner in the project,

executive director of the Land Trust at the time, saw that since good potable water on the property was scare (lots polluted still by

mining), we needed a way to provide potable water for our long term plans & found the tertiary waste water treatment process.

At the time, there was one fully operating in Connecticut & a partial one in San Francisco. My partner visited the one in Connecticut & I

the SF one. The tertiary system provides good clean water that can be used for pools, gardens, agriculture & more which then allows

enough fresh water for humans to drink. As a 6 generation to grow up in the SF Bay, I grew up in a very water saving/conserving family.

When I studied the tertiary system, I saw it as a great way to actually conserve water. Please check out this site

sewersmart.org/what-is-tertiary-treatment-of-sewage . Also, many cultures have been eating insects for hundreds, if not thousands of

years. I have eaten the grasshopper delicacy of the Zapotecs of Oaxaca & it is quite good. However, cannibalism is a step too far,

especially if it is created in the lab! The health repercussions could be overwhelming, like those from the current spike shot!!!
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Arthur Kessler -“Nothing wrong with human sacriRce & cannibalism, it’s just a predatory practice of nature” (Natural News) Prof.

Magnus Soderland, a professor of who even cares at the Stockholm School of Economics in Sweden, argued on television the other

day that humanity needs to "awaken" to the idea of cannibalism as the solution to "climate change." Human fesh, Soderland claims, is

much more "sustainable" than meat and dairy . NY Post “Vegan burger hyped for tasting like human meat’ wins award” June 28, 2022

by Emily Lefroy.

A Swedish plant based food company called Oumph created it.

rumble.com/v1ariu6-vegan-burger-wins-award-for-tasting-like-human-meat..  A few years ago, I read an article about a Swedish lab

experiment to grow cells in a lab from someone’s buttocks. They produced a documentary on it and said we should consider eating

human meat because it would be most compatible to our dietary needs and could be environmentally friendly. When questioned by

many shocked people they claimed it was all a joke! Insane people!
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dca1277
Joined On 3/2/2019 7:46:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who are these wack jobs who did the “taste testing” to compare, and how would they even Know what Human fesh tastes like!
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DaveEboy
Joined On 4/29/2021 2:48:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since March 2020, the world has collectively totally lost its marbles, big time. Such absolute nonsense as eating bugs etc was bad but

promoting ideas of cannibalism being ok is just rank stupidity. Whatever happened to our lives pre Covid, where has common sense

disappeared to? The lunatics have really taken over the asylum. In their NWO, the phrase: "I fancy that person over there in the dark

suit" actually means that you want to feast on them and not have a relationship with them...so, in the last two and a half years, what

has been washed more, our hands, or our brains?
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northdelder
Joined On 2/16/2012 7:56:41 AM
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Whoever “HLI” is ideologically, ~and they may certainly appear to be supported by comments in which The Current Pope has stated

similar ideology related to Vaccines being acceptable with aborted baby cell lines for the “greater good”, THIS IS STRICTLY THE

POPE’S PERSONAL OPINION, and cannot be supported from the Roman Catholic Catechism! By and large, the public does not

understand that the ONLY TIME THE POPE SPEAKS WITH DEFINITIVE AUTHORITY IS WHEN HE SITS ON THE THE CHAIR OF ST

PETER AT THE VATICAN. Please do not lump “all Catholics” as standing by in complete disregard for the sanctity of the unborn, and

holding to a causal and careless support of vaccinations which come from aborted babies, ~never mind all of the harmful

contaminants present in many of these vaccines.

There are Catholics who take these stances of presumed authority to speak for all Catholics, but there are MANY Catholics that still

hold to Orthodoxy within the Catechism and The Scripture, which abhors the taking of unborn children’s lives and the ways these

children’s bodies, and cells are used for fraudulent gain, including in the use of vaccines.
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bar5940
Joined On 8/24/2013 4:41:09 PM
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I believe this is the year "Soylent Green" was set. It's people
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"You will own nothing." From the Olce of Senator Steve Daines (R-MT): "they (the IRS) want to spend $45 BILLION to send 80,000+

new IRS agents knocking at your door to audit Montana families, businesses and farms to assert control over YOUR lives and

Rnances."
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tuba808
Joined On 9/25/2013 11:55:20 AM
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I always get caught on April fools day, but it’s not that day today. Are they going to win?
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Sue275
Joined On 7/16/2021 3:03:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone check out the BiteLabs website? Another good laugh. I'll believe it when someone visits their lab to actually witness their

process. #EatCelebrityMeat. How stupid and hilarious.
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Momtad
Joined On 8/2/2021 9:54:13 AM
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I do, however, like escargots. Although at one dinner in Paris while we were indulging, I did say to my sister that thinking about it, it is

pretty disgusting to think we're eating snails.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

we are always being programmed one way or another. But it all comes down to one's intellect - you either use your brain or follow the

sheep herd... ... for every action there is a consequence...
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Well, if you can believe anything that's on the internet these days, the Rockefellers would have a thing or two to say about cannibalism

considering how their dear son Michael was nibbled on in New Guinea. But then again, I suppose they were too heartless to care.

 www.vox.com/.../michael-rockefeller-cannibals
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vanessa3436
Joined On 11/13/2013 5:09:42 PM
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They are going to take dead bodies and feed them to us in the beyond meat and as food for the bugs they will feed us. Never mind the

cannibalism There are so many sick minds among us as proof of the rot of our society with the video games and porn and of course

the manipulators with their sick fantasies Honesty when you take our God out of the world what do you expect Something very

interesting Theoria Apophasis who has a Youboob channel speculated something interesting that the water we drink is so full of the

pain and misery pollution medications that we are devolving Food for thought not sure what I think because water has memory and it

carries in it God’s love  for us.
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Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM
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Some products used to make junk food are already made from fetal tissue
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM
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It is no wonder that the George Bush Family Buys Up Guarani Aquifer which could supply the world with drinking water for 200 years.

Money-Money, Power-Power, Control-Control. watchingamerica.com/WA/2015/06/18/bush-family-buy-up-guarani-aquifer/
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Satanic.
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prayerversusevil
Joined On 8/3/2022 11:17:21 AM
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Ah.....Soylent Green. It was a movie in the 70's about just such a subject.
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Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM
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Copied from comment on https://www.henrymakow.com/  Woman suffers adverse reaction and regrets getting the vaccine Watch her

moving testimony. "They (non vaxed) were the smart ones" twitter.com/.../1553536908449353730   The PRzer vaccine "has changed

my life completely. I have been hurt by the vaccine. I have CIDP and am seeing a neurologist. I work in healthcare and was told that if I

get the vaccine, my patients won't get sick and I won't die. The media was saying the same thing. My unvaccinated friends weren't

getting sick and those that did get sick, recovered quickly. I totally have changed my mind. They were the smart ones. I totally

commend you and wish I were one of you. No job is worth it."
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herbsaregod
Joined On 1/9/2021 5:33:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This wouldn’t be right or moral in any situation. We have so many options to feed the world but our leaders choose not to. One being

comfrey. There’s a great book “Comfrey Fodder, Food, & Remedy” written in 1976 by Lawrence D. Hills. This book makes it obvious why

the plant comfrey has a bad reputation, it’s to valuable! One has to wonder, why soy is literally in everything, even canned tuna...?? We

know mad cow disease comes from cannibalism.
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Who are the enemies of humanity?  Creative Destruction" & Then, 6uild 6ack 6etter https://www.henrymakow.com/
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM
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That table showing resources required to produce bugs, chicken, pork and beef means nothing. The PTB have shown they will

blatantly lie about anything. Even if it's easy to show their numbers are a fantasy, doesn't matter, they lie anyway and never get called

out. Probably all the numbers are just pulled out of the air to make bugs look good from the "green" point of view.
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For Canadians and all watch this video you’ll see some of the local bc culprit’s that are helping do this to us. Spread this far and wide

to reveal them. Amazing Polly exposes the Vaccine MaRa and their connections to criminal activity.

www.bitchute.com/.../NspZfvkPL5rs
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Joined On 5/29/2014 1:02:00 PM
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think a real-life version of Soylent Green **wink wink**
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Joined On 8/29/2011 11:08:40 AM
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"Much of the supposed “inspiration” behind the promotion of unnatural diets is said to come from a desire to save the planet." The

planet was Rne until greedy arrogant morons started screwing with Mother Nature.
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EvelynSmith
Joined On 8/3/2022 8:36:43 AM
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The original instruction book for life for a good portion of Western civilization sounds like a good game plan to me. Please note the

word "replenish": "And God blessed them, & God said unto them, Be fruitful, & multiply, & replenish the earth & subdue it: have dominion

over the Rsh of the seas, & over the fowl of the air & over every living thing that moveth upon the earth." -- Genesis 1:28 (KJV)
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sibley.raymondyahoo.com
Joined On 8/3/2022 8:32:52 AM
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ScientiRc ignorance keeps these people in power. Look at the well-published chart of radiation emitted by Earth and absorbed by

methane (livestock), NOx (fertilizer), and water vapor. Water vapor absorbs MORE of the SAME RADIATION WAVELENGTHS at normal

Earth temps. If we removed all methane and NOx, all the radiation at those wavelengths would still be absorbed by water vapor

instead! Also, the narrative says that greenhouse gases warm the Earth 34 K, from blackbody sunlight temp 254 K to average temp

288 K. But blackbody is calculated incorrectly using average radiation. Angle by angle, the Earth's blackbody is only 146 K. Once

blackbody is calculated correctly for Venus, Earth, Mars, and Titan, a math relationship between total atmospheric temperature,

sunlight, and surface pressure emerges.

All air molecules absorb heat by direct contact with the ground (day) and return it (night) to raise the average temperature above
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All air molecules absorb heat by direct contact with the ground (day) and return it (night) to raise the average temperature above

sunlight alone. Greenhouse gases also do it via radiation, but only provide an alternative pathway for heat- they do not govern the heat

retained by an atmosphere. It is governed by absorbed sunlight and surface pressure on every rocky body with an atmosphere,

regardless of greenhouse gas CO2 content. If everyone understood these facts they would have to resort to some other excuse to

justify their actions.
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM
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Soylent green, I think. Isn't eating people illegal in the US?
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mammywitch
Joined On 11/19/2010 8:00:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people are sick as hell!!! And we have been being "programmed" for their crap for a very long time! It started even BEFORE

"Soylent Green"!!! BLEAH!!! Look back for the subtle nuances... :-O
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM
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These sickos have sunk to a new low.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nope, they have always been much lower than this. This is only the agenda that is being revealed little by little. We are being

spoon fed (pun intended). Too much exposure too quickly will derail there nefarious plans. Much more to come.
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reb22656
Joined On 6/10/2016 7:31:17 AM
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Yeah, it’s okay for us “useless eaters” to cannibalize each other—the Rrst course being the disobedient.
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mor3389
Joined On 12/24/2019 12:50:52 PM
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I actually know someone who has no problem with this. I recently discussed this with him. Of course, he's an extreme leftist.
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IzzyKitty
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mor3389 - seriously? OMG, the more I read about this the sicker I feel.
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Momaof6
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Maybe he can be the Rrst sign up For someone to eat him
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evil globalists really want to debase us, shame and humiliate us, and take away our humanity and ability to connect with God,

Mother Earth and fellow humans. They are Satanists, who lure people into depravity to blackmail and control them.
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“Let them eat bugs” doesn’t have quite the same ring to it.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM
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The Tibetans believe that when a Dalai Lama dies, his spirit migrates into the body of a child and the task of the priests is to Rnd this

child and elevate him as the next Dalai Lama. it is quite possible that when Hitler died in his bunker in 1945, his evil spirit fed to

Ravensburg and took refuge in the body of the 7-year-old son of a Nazi slave labor contractor, who now bids fair to unleash upon the

world horrors of which Der Fuehrer could barely conceive. In a perverted way this transformation makes sense, as Schwab's plan is

simply carrying the dietary peculiarities of the world's most notorious vegetarian and teetotaler to the next level.
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nateanthony
Joined On 10/28/2020 5:57:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There was a popular song in the 60's called "Land of a Thousand Dances" by Cannibal and the Head Hunters. The song's infectious

drumbeat sounded like a war dance of restless natives. Cannibalism in classical literature can be found in "Robinson Crusoe" where

the deserted island was periodically visited by cannibals where they ate their prisoners. In Melvilles's Moby ***," Queequeg was from a

tribe that practiced cannibalism. Psychopaths like Jeffrey Daumer ate their victims.

In the movie "Silence of the Lambs" Hannibal Lector relishes human fesh. Cannibalism is usually the last resort when a civilized

society collapses into chaos and mass starvation. For the World Economic Forum and the New York Times to say "the time to consider

cannibalism is now upon us" is offensive and absolute insanity. You've got to ask yourself if these people are really human beings or

alien invaders disguised as humans and from another planet on a mission to take over the world. www.artoons.org
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man8850
Joined On 5/26/2021 10:36:10 AM
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" The scoops are coming, the scoops are coming!" Soylent green
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Longplay
Joined On 3/4/2021 6:50:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article, but I have a beef with this: "... if we really want to clean up the globe, reduce water consumption and normalize weather..."

Just what is "normal" weather and who decides what that is? Claiming there is such a thing buys into the climate change scam that is

being used to enslave humanity.
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Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The beginning of returning to "normal" weather would be to not pollute our atmosphere with weather changing chem trails. I'm

pretty sure we're having droughts out west and fooding in the middle of the country because of geoengineering. Both are

causing food shortages.
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Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM
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Soylent Green anybody apparently Rlms predict the future....
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Films do not predict the future. Hollywood and Satan EXPOSES the future.
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grilly111
Joined On 10/29/2020 10:21:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When Captain James Cook Rrst landed in NZ during November 1769 the Rrst words he heard spoken to him by the local inhabitants

were "Come ashore and we will eat you..!" These words were translated for him into English by the Hawaiian man he had onboard the

ship with him, so similar were the two Polynesian languages involved. The Maori used human fesh as their main source of bulk

protein, there being no cattle, goats, pigs, sheep, or horses in that land at that time, other than Rsh, shellRsh, and smaller birds to eat.

They would raid each-others' community settlements and take slaves as conquests, paddle them to an island, break their legs, and

leave to live and remain 'fresh' for days or weeks, returning to the island for fresh meat from time to time whenever a feast or

celebration was scheduled, rip off a limb here and there, and the dripping warm fresh meat was paddled back to the mainland to be

cooked up and served over the Rre. In 1838 a local white trader, a Norwegian, by the name of Tapsell who married into a Maori tribe by

taking a chief's daughter as his bride, wrote a book on this subject, entitled "A Trader in Cannibal Land" when the practice was still

fourishing.

In later years the book was removed from circulation and only available to Ministry of Defence personnel with a 'Top Secret' security

clearance. I was one these who read this publication. At the same time in the islands of Fiji the inhabitants were also engorging

themselves on human meat referring to it as "long pork" such is the apparent similar favor and texture.

The Fijians did not enjoy English sailors very much because they 'were too salty' from the brine-preserved tack and salted corned beef

that they used to rely upon for sustenance during the long voyages. Captain Cook himself was eventually consumed by the Hawaiians,

the remnants of the back of his tattooed hand being recovered from the beach by his crew the following day. Eating human meat is

nothing new under the sun, sadly.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

but it is scary to the one being consumed. scare tactic, just like locking up political opponents to ward off further public dissent.
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Solvent Green ....is PEOPLE!!!
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Joined On 11/19/2020 3:38:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cannibalism is used to dumb us down. Look at every location world wide were cannibalism was practiced. Each ones population is

way behind those did not practice it. We fought Germany in two world wars. Are they using the WEF to try to beat us. But using a

different tactic. Greed at the top. The West's achilles heel.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those two wars were arranged by the Elites (evil devils ) of the time - they paid for both sides so the didnt lose - wars make

money for these wealthy power crazed elites and also depopulate.
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Joined On 9/11/2021 7:07:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The elites are deranged.
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RebelChickJMJ
Joined On 6/7/2021 11:16:36 AM
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Soldiers of Satan
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are not elites. Stop calling them elites. Dr. Mercola too. "Elite" means something excellent, exalted, awe inspiring, uplifting.

Like an elite athlete. Or someone with outstanding intelligence, like an Einstein. The technocrats are none of this. To me, they

are just the technocratic rabble, the hoi polloi, the base, the vulgar, the sinister. A travesty of humanity. Whoever they infuence

and are able to convert becomes the same. Just watch Kidman above. She looks like the devil's seductress advertising devil's

fare. So, stop saying 'elite'. The "cabal" or the "rabble" would do me Rne and yet, even this is too digniRed for them.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good point, Proxima.The word “elite” means chosen ones’ from the Latin elegere’ to choose. They certainly regard themselves

as chosen ones, in the same way as Na-zis and eugenists thought of themselves as the self-appointed master race’. They are

chosen certainly - but only by themselves. The difference is that they have amassed the world’s money into their own coffers

and robbed the rest of humanity’s resources. Money means power of course but check out Shelley’s poem Ozymandias of

Egypt’. There’s nothing new in yet another power grab by the devil’s diplomats and their disciples. See also Vandana Shiva’s

“Oneness vs the One Per Cent”.
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This all reeks of war crimes.
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ProximaC
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Cabochon for reminding me of Ozymandias, a poem I remember studying in school. I would certainly relish discovering

the head and torso of our latter day Ramesses II with the inscription "Thou shalt own nothing, and thou shalt be happy" lying in

the dirt of a barren planet 5,000 years from now. It would be the inevitable outcome of history simply repeating itself - an ever

lasting testament to "the chosen ones'" never ceasing capacity for self-delusion down through the ages. But not before the

latter day Ramesses and his team of young global narcissists take down a good part of the planet with them, I'd suspect. That's

the sad part. Otherwise, it would be totally funny.
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@box, elite is the size of printing type. A ten point type that has about 12 characters to the inch, or just under 5 characters to the

centimeter.
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malan43
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As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man. Matthew 24:37
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Ethically sourced human meat sounds good to me
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then, canadian22, maybe you should dine at the Cannibal Club in Los Angeles. Or maybe you already have, as your comment

eerily matches their verbiage AND as you just joined today to put in your two cents (or nonsense). The Cannibal Club - "We take

considerable care to ensure that all of our meat is produced legally and ethically, and derived only from young, healthy bodies."

They serve "human meat" and their clients include "the reRned palates of LA's cultural elite" - "exclusive clientele" - "noted

Rlmmakers, intellectuals and celebrities..." They further state, "Arguments against cannibalism are typically grounded in

ignorance, cultural prejudice and nonsensical spiritual beliefs." MY QUESTION IS: How is their "meat" "produced legally and

ethically" if it is "derived only from young, healthy bodies?" Why and HOW would a "young, healthy body" be dead and subjected

down to a slab of "meat" on a very expensive plate?????

How were these "young, healthy" and DEAD "bodies" procured???? Inquiring minds want to know. Care to answer canadian22??
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@ Shannon: I believe that was just a crass joke from Canadian 22, who just wanted a reaction. Congrats, you gave it to them.

And seriously, how could anyone believe a "legal cannibal" restaurant is real lol.
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How do you ethically source human meat?
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Stop the world! I wanna get off
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No... you CAN'T....
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brianallen1
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Don't worry. It is stationary and immovable.
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Here's an alternate video - Dr Mercola had a recent interview w Epoch times: Dr. Mercola: "CDC Got Caught Hiding Data, Beyond

Shocking’ Vaccine Guidance for Toddlers" - www.theepochtimes.com/beyond-shocking-vaccine-guidance-for-kids-98-of-..  -

(you will need to log in) Is this information balancing out crazy FEAR and Loathing stuff coming out of the WEF? A lot more

rational doctors need to be forming their own organizations and speaking out. (oops, this Epoch Times interview may also be

featured in Dr M's 25th anniversary celebration, who knew?)
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ProximaC
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Well here's a beautiful counterpoint to all of the above ... something inspirational to balance out the dark machinations of Satanists /

Luciferians. Tell me, why is this man not the president of the US? or better still, the head of the NIH? the NIAID perhaps? the CDC? Or

best of all, the head of the WHO? The questions merely rhetorical. The answer so obvious ... (1.30hrs)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/zach-bush-germs-humans-microbiome/..  (Note: he gets into the metaphysics of life after

1.12hrs. What's wrong with the current science paradigm from 0:26:00hrs)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, the counterpoint should be respect for life and the human soul. Not respecting the integrity of the human microbiome and

the environmental ecosystem implies the destruction of people's health and biodiversity. We cannot support terrorist

laboratories, we cannot manipulate plants and animals for commercial gain and greed. We need the protection of the diversity

of ecosystems, the integrity, the self-organization of all living beings, including humans. We cannot consent to contempt for

Mother Nature and the human soul. A course towards illness and death. Genocide disguised as good intentions. the Great Reset

that will enhance the slavery of humanity.

Creating famine in any way possible, through altered weather patterns, or mindlessly fawed food distribution systems, or

withholding food by other politically infuenced means, is a crime against humanity, a crime of biblical proportions, for which

apparently, so far, no one has been charged. responsible. What we are witnessing is one of the most inhuman and cruel ways of

killing people, starvation. The rich will survive, they will also get their food. The poor and middle segments of society may suffer

the most. Many will die. WEF adviser Yuval Noah Hariri calls them “useless eaters”.

Lack of food will create riots, for sure, and the riots themselves, all planned, predicted, counted, and Rnanced by "philanthropic"

oligarchs, create more havoc and death, disrupting remaining food chains. Famine will be the name of the game, accompanied

by a collapsing western economy, unemployment, freezing winters due to lack of heating oil/power, homelessness. As the debt

load increases, so does housing dispossession. The banks and oligarchs get richer, exactly the script for the 4th Industrial

Revolution, and the useless eaters are driven into mass poverty.

www.globalresearch.ca/famine-one-cruelest-deaths/5780709?utm_campaign=..  (2022)
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After being removed from all social media, on October 25, 2021, Dr. Zev Zelenko boldly exposes "the demons" behind this

eugenics depopulation agenda: Vanguard and Black Rock are industry-wide stakeholders, the media, academia and politics.

Vanguard and Black Rock invest in each other through something called circular ownership, they are a monopoly that owns

everything. The main stakeholders of this monopoly are perfectly described in the link: www.globalresearch.ca/.../5761565

 (November 16, 2021) Countries from around the world are represented in the World Economic Forum's latest crop of 112

potential globalist leaders.

This class joins such luminaries of the radical left as Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, Peter Buttigieg, Emmanuel Macron, Gavin Newsom,

Angela Merkel, Jacinda Ardern, and many others. According to its website, the Young Global Leaders are made up of "more than

1,400 members and alumni from 120 nationalities." Individuals are trained to be "Aligned with the mission of the World

Economic Forum", to "advance public-private cooperation in the global public interest", they are the integral part of Davos.

rairfoundation.com/exposed-meet-klaus-schwabs-2021-class-of-great-rese..  (12/26/2021)
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Wow, ProximaC the Dr Zack Bush clip shows he follows real science & does not the follow the $$$ & dogma Science.

Absolutely! We are out of balance from systems once working or were at the very least closer to working than what has

currently been promoted as the only way to feed the world. Yet, those who have had us already eating livestock & plants soaked

in chemical, GMO, glyphosate, fed foods unnatural to them, are now claiming only more extreme, obscene, offensive food

sources are needed to Rt the bill. Yet still any "solutions" they believe must be forced are anything but environmental

responsibility or clean-meat. All their toxic offenders stay in place, and we become the livestock - necessary as they are

concerned as we can surmise from their behavior, not their words, that we are considered sub-human, those others, and any,

every little scrap we may have are theirs and theirs alone.

We are their dis-ease, the germs to be reduced, eliminated. They are buying up farmlands, sources of independence, along with

private housing and rentals to further herd us into whatever nightmare they dream up as their vision of normal. Anything we do

to set up parallel systems locally will no doubt include ways our counterparts in the suburbs, cities are needed to somehow be

included as much as possible so as to prevent a worldwide pandemic of Walking Dead. Further fertile ground for them to use

the excuse we are here to save you, bring stability and safety Bull Spit.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I've already watched that one and added it to my extensive library. Everyone should listen to Zach! It amazes me that the

majority of the population is now scared to death, of an entity that we've had a symbiotic relationship with since birth! As Zach

points out: without bacteria and viruses - we would all die!
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ProximaC, yes found this interview last night on the site that produced it: The ROOT CAUSE Of Disease & How To Boost Your

IMMUNE SYSTEM! | Dr. Zach Bush - themodelhealthshow.com/dr-zach-bush  with a link to Youtube. Somehow the FEAR and

CONTAGION paradigm taken straight from the sci R movies and entertainment horror show world, needs to go away. Apparently

that cannot happen until enough people awaken to how basic concepts in "science", "health" and especially "public health" have

been completely run over by corporate and govt. funding and scientiRc review boards with vested interests. Its a fascinating

discussion. This is especially pointed when he digs down to single cells viewed in isolation change behavior as compared to in

a complex organism, which means most laboratory tests and trials run in the past 90 plus years carry little if any weight.
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Germaphobia has been a cornerstone of the Rockefeller Empire from nearly the beginning. Antibiotics has been used as fear

porn, mass formation for over a century. It's has been used to sell whatever bait & switch, snake oil that could be dreamed up.
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rrealrose, just seen, Google sued by Rumble has had a decision from the courts making Google reveal their algorithms and

some details into their censorship and predatory practices. Big Tech according to some business news outlets in Legacy Media

are reporting how tech is taking major hits in the marketplace. The General Public may be waking up and smelling the rats. The

Duck Duck Go showing Googles stalker, snoop invasive behavior commercial is a hoot.
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juststeve, you mean this article from late yesterday, right? Rumble’s antitrust lawsuit against Google can proceed, says judge - -

www.theverge.com/2022/8/2/23288732/rumble-antitrust-lawsuit-google-sea.. . Still early stage. Tech may be reaching

middle-age, the layoffs have started. Not sure yet what direction they may go, seems as of right now, they kept high levels

(bloated?) employment for what their AI is currently able to accomplish. Could turn in a variety of directions.
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Yes Gui, the self-organising nature of life, the interconnectedness of all living things both internally and externally, and therefore,

communion within the whole universe -- God, the way He alone could design the wholeness of it. The “other” stands for division,

“us vs them”, manipulation, ultimate fragmentation of the self-organising principle of life and all living organisms, destruction of

Gaia. All these lost souls don’t see that what they observe in others are a refection of themselves. Yuval Harari needs to see

himself in the mirror of relationship. He, like all the others, mistakes the mirror for a window and goes pecking at humanity not

seeing he is only pecking at his own refection.

JustSteve, what I Rnd so beautiful, uplifting, with Dr Zach Bush is the way he presents real science as the true refection of the

natural order of the universe, the divine. You might call it the divine nature of true science, the antithesis of the warped

anthropocentric technocrat-speak subsumed in the exhortation “just follow the science”. “The science” they promote has

nothing to do with nature, the divine, but just only a warped abstraction that serves as an expedient business model for

exploiting the large mass of ignorant humanity. (As a humorous aside, just think of the amount of glyphosate Kidman could be

delightedly consuming for the purpose).

Yes Randy, I am glad you write everyone should listen to Zach. I share that view. I am sure many in these forums would too. And

yes, without bacteria and viruses, we don’t exist. RR, thank you for the link. I was aware of the source for this interview

published by CHD but had not visited the site for want of time. So, thanks. What I just found very useful on the site is a full

transcript of the interview which I am sure many would like to download:

themodelhealthshow.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/Episode+603.pdf  .
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Is there any way to save the comments on a post - other than copying and pasting to a document? If so, please let this

technologically-challenged individual know. Thank you.
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Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 1:40:19 PM
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ProximaC
Joined On 8/8/2021 7:01:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Saving comments to a single forum member post would require a simple copy and paste. If you mean all of the forum member

comments in their entirety, then again it would seem a copy and paste is the only way. I overcome this problem by Rrst, opening

the forum member comments section, then selecting the print option from the browser pop-up menu, and then saving the print

Rle as a pdf document in the Mercola folder in my home directory/drive. This way you would save both article and comments in

one document. The other way to get both is to join the Mercola substack, where you will Rnd the most current document,

comments and all. Which of the two you would prefer would be a trade-off between cost (substack) and labour (printing to a

pdf). While I Rnd the latter is less inconvenient than a copy/paste, I prefer to retain both options. Hope this helps. (Note the

browser pop-up menu would be in the top right or top left corner of your browser window, depending on which browser you use).
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gtriber
Joined On 10/12/2008 1:53:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GREEN is the new RED. btw, if you ever see "LONG PORK" on the menu or buffet table..close your mouth and back off...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:04:11 AM
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Bunny3
Joined On 5/13/2008 5:25:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the warning. I don't eat mammals, but for those of us who do, beware. The dinner you're eating may be someone you

know.:(

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:22:25 AM
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candigirltoo
Joined On 11/29/2008 11:58:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll never look at Katy Perry the same again. what a puke.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She sold her soul and she will reap the rewards - for eternity in hell. These dorks can't even act, can't sing, (they need vocal

"correction" and look like tramps. Their videos are vile and the the songs they "sing" aren't even written by them... Yep - she's a

tramp, and she is going to burn.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:03:31 AM
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pattope
Joined On 7/1/2020 10:15:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does alkaline hydrolysis "kill" prions? We know that normal autoclaving does not kill prions, which are connected to a number of

neurological and brain diseases. Makes me wonder if the number of prion diseases will increase in those areas that drink or utilize the

"human remains sewage" for crops or drinking. Is anyone bothering to check?
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Bunny3
Joined On 5/13/2008 5:25:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've read repeatedly that NOTHING we know of kills prions. Intense heat, even nuclear blasts.. nothing. So there you have it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 11:18:26 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NOOOOOOOO comment.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 1:59:14 PM
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Longrunner
Joined On 4/17/2021 9:36:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wwwss. Wonder what would Stanley say.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 2:57:42 PM
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dmo6390
Joined On 8/17/2014 8:05:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Too much omega 6.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/3/2022 9:59:21 AM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What happened to the "Login" at the top of the page? -- Hollyweird is the epitome of EVIL! They have sold their soul for "fame and

fortune". With food prices rising exponentially; within another year or so, millions will no longer be able to afford to feed themselves.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"What happened to the "Login" at the top of the page?" I just noticed for the Rrst time that the Mercola, in-house search engine,

magnifying glass icon, was back at the top of the page. Not sure when that had actually returned??? Anyway, thanks Dr. M. :-)

PS: While you're at it, how about activating one's avatar pic at the top of the forum page next to the "Leave Comment" window, a

convenient bio-page tab for those days when one does not post???
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

login now at bottom, just before comments. Proof that gravity does exist.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Otis...of course; and why not! Everything else these days is backwards, inside out, up is down - down is up...we are deRnitely

living in the twilight zone and at the same time; witnessing the zombie apocalypse! If the "awake" ones haven't noticed it yet -

they will!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never thought I would live to see this ABOMINATION come to pass. I wonder if we ARE living in the time of the Tribulation. As we look

around we can see sides that have been drawn. The evil and stench of the "other" side makes us gag - its like looking at a big pile of

doggy poop with fies buzzing around it. And we wonder how anyone could Rnd that attractive or pleasant, but they do.  Think of it as

two rival motorcycle clubs - WE ride with JC, he is with us! He is our BUDDY! Our Buddy Christ!! He lets us know wrong from right, and

has given us a conscience, and embeds the ability to love.... Then there is that "other" club - they ride with Satan - he tells them lets

saddle up and raise some HELL! He lies to them, he uses them for chumps and he takes their soul as club dues. WE can ride into the

valley of death and come out the other side STRONGER and more united! We can see that other club "Hells Chumps" and watch them

as they ride off the cliff.  God Bless.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A little off topic, but.... I realized that some 5-6 years ago the Hispanics/illegals were demanding the wages that a local Americans

were getting. I volunteered at a school which taught English, my Rrst student wasn't a student at all, she was looking for a job which

would pay more than what she was getting (cash), which was as high as anyone could be paid locally. Which brought me to realize this

new onslaught of illegals is to replace the group we now have.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe the US military is going to need more recruits? They have already damaged plenty with these experimental shots.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's easy to 'predict' a future that is being crafted of men& devils,& purpose driven w/ the end supposedly justifying the means.

Unfortunately for them, tho, they& the devilish master they serve, are still dancing to the tune of the Lord& Creator, even& ironically,

fulRlling the very word& prophecy they despise,hate& work so hard against:mockers, the deceiving& being deceived,truly reaping the

whirlwind. They are used as his chastening rod to chasten,& potentially awaken to their senses& repentance whosoever will yet

recourse to the only sure& eternal salvation& shelter in Christ according to the scriptures.

Sadly,& barring true& real repentance:a revival marked by humility& evidenced by a willing& voluntary movement back toward the old

paths& scripture by sizeable numbers of people:the handwriting is on the wall,& a stay of this judgment& check to their delusions

(both the nicolaitan merchandisers& demoralizing Balaamites w/ their Jezebel craft pretending to be the virtuous woman, & proud,

populist Laodicea who thinks herself to be sighted, sumptuously attired& rich while being blind,naked& spiritually spoiled&

impoverished, prostituted, bloody, full of vanity,idolatry & superstition of science falsely so-called) at this point is highly unlikely.

All the fake 'salvations' work instead toward the greater establishment of the beast system the whore bridles& rides to her deluded

peril to their impure, fornicating union; its fruit,& their combined judgment.

Steady on pilgrim Christian. Trust God whose prophetic foresight is 100% unlike the world's sorcerous, guess-hit-miss-&-'revise'

prophets/proRts,because idolatrous trust in self,men& their devices is both vain& a curse. God gives grace to the humble,& guidance,

for whatever we must face in this dying,& before the eternal& pure, the perfect, be come. It is written& surely evidenced in manifold,

3fold, witness. Fear not those who can kill the body then do no more,but he who can destroy both body&soul in Hell.
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BiteLabs: http://www.bitelabs.org/ . EAT CELEBRITY MEAT BiteLabs grows meat from celebrity tissue samples and uses it to make

artisanal salami. Celebrity It all starts with your favorite celebrities, and a quick biopsy to obtain tissue samples. Culture Isolating

muscle stem cells, we grow celebrity meat in our proprietary bioreactors. Meats In the tradition of Italian cured meats, we dry, age, and

spice our product into Rne charcuterie. Unbelievable!!! Jesus Our Savior Please Come back soon!!!
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1) There have been a very few studies on millimeter-waves that telecoms plan on using as part of their 5G technology, but health

effects have been identiRed that go beyond damaging the skin, eyes, etc. . A new paper by Dr. Don Maisch that explains why

millimeter-waves could be far more dangerous than previously thought yet governments are allowing 5G millimeter spectrum auctions

and technology to proceed. I recommend reading the entire paper which is only 5 pages long. Dr. Maisch has made this technical

subject easy to understand. Brillouin Precursors, a theoretical oddity or a real concern for 5G millimetre-wave bands to be used in

future high-speed telecommunications?

"When an incoming radiofrequency wave enters body tissue it normally loses an amount energy with some of the energy absorbed in

the body. The depth of penetration (absorption) depends upon the frequency. The lower the frequency, the further it penetrates, and

vice versa. As waves shorten in length as the frequencies increase, penetration normally reduces, until, once the waves are short

enough, penetration will be minimal but still can be sulcient enough to affect most skin structures. For example, With a millimeter

wavelength of 0.65 mm at 42 GHz. The waves can penetrate into the human skin deep enough to affect most skin structures located

in the epidermis and dermis.

However, these types of waves present other challenges. The Rrst is that when most of the energy is focused in a small area, such as

5G antenna beam-forming, the risk of human tissue heating for anyone in the path of the beam will be increased. Strengthening the

German court decision, the head of the Olce of Technical Assessment at the German Bundestag (German parliament), Professor A

Grunwald stated that it is irresponsible to introduce new technology with signiRcantly higher frequencies without prior investigation of

the consequences. In the Australian and New Zealand context, even though the telecommunications carr
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when most of the energy is focused in a small area, such as 5G antenna beam-forming, the risk of human tissue heating for

anyone in the path of the beam will be increased.>>>>>    www.emfacts.com/.../BrillouinPrecursors.July_ "Professor Henry Lai

and Blake Levitt examined studies in which organisms were exposed to wireless radiation for different periods of time. The

majority of the studies, as expected, show that long-term exposure is more effective in causing effects than short-term

exposure’, they say.  However, the authors noticed that the link between exposure time and symptoms wasn’t always straight

forward. For example, some studies showed evidence that the exposed organism displayed symptoms then recovered or partly

recovered. They explain it as follows."  preview.mailerlite.com/.../o7m9   8_2022_docx.pdf
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A review of 112 low-intensity studies reveals that biological effects of RFR could occur at a median speciRc absorption rate of

0.0165 W/kg. Intensity and exposure duration interact since the dose of energy absorbed is the product of intensity and time....

Research data indicate that electromagnetic energy is more biologically potent in causing effects than thermal changes."

europepmc.org/.../35438055   the abstract
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MORE here and a frhttp://stopsmartmetersbc.com/    If you wish to start receiving updates, email with "updates" on the subject

line.ee news letter pertaining to 5G and wireless RF  >>>     http://stopsmartmetersbc.com/     <<<< suggested reading site free

newsletter
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MORE.............>>>   mailchi.mp/28606b4fe690/two-corrections-two-additions-september-happen..
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Yeah......like my Uncle said......"Never have a Pet ya couldn't EAT" ....... On Da Farm.....we all had pets........nothing Cuter than calf being

born...all the slime and afterbirth..blood and SLIME....and the baby calf....looked like it was in a plastic bag with slime all over it...and a

few hours later its up and waddling around...and the animals like cats and dogs and ravens n crows are right there eating up all the

slime and afterbirth stuff...SLURPPP!!!!!!!!!!....and then the Cats come over and wants a petting and you dog wants to LICK your

face.........with slime dripping from its face.Yeah....Dem was Da GoodOleDays.......and its funny how no one ever died from life on Da

Farms....But than in a few weeks , that baby calf might be a 20 pounds of Prime Veal Cutlets in a Marfket.......or in a year we could eat

that calf now weighing in at about 5-600 pounds........or in a few years as a 1100 pounder producing about 800 pounds of steaks and

hamburger sold at $10 a pound.....plus Carbon Tax and Nitrogen Tax and a BigFootPrint Tax and assorted crap the Governments can

MILK YOU FOR $$$$
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OR if that calf was a female than the ProRt train starts rolling.....yes.....and the government is right there.meddling..Da Farmer

Must registrar his cattle....the government must snoop and meddle...know what sex the calf was yadayada...and that Calf is

NOW issued a ear tag...and in some cases a electronic tracking device..so the Government Know where its calf is....ifn its a

Milking Cow than the Government wants to know how much milk a day this cow will produce...the cows medical history....what

the cow eats ......when it sh!ts and how much methane (farts) it will produce and than TAX Da Farmer accordingly .....yeah the

F&&K Govern,ment has its NOSE DEEPLY IMPLANTED in everyone ass .......and soon......like da Cow or Da Calf....you will have a

registered FootPrintTax ...you are already 'Owned by the Government" , they already have you registered and know all about

YOU...your medical history .... Solution??? Sure.....get rid of the governments ....Execute anyone and EVERYONE who has any

Government ties....and that would leave about 500 million people ........kinda like Georgis Guide stone

said........hummmmmmmmmmmm....and the "Plot Thickens"
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There is human fesh in MacDonald hamburgers. Churches teach cannibalism with communion; When you say this is the blood and

body of someone, it is a form of cannibalism.
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It’s true https://www.cannibalclub.org/
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How moronic to believe such a thing.
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When the city of Jerusalem was attacked and destroyed by the Romans in 66-70 AD, the Jews locked inside that city were reduced to

every fear and violence and gave in to eating their own babies/children. Jesus predicted this destruction, saying that it would be the

worst thing that ever will or would happen . In wondering what He meant by that I looked at the history of that event in Eucibius' and

Josephus' accounts. Both give details of the horrors and atrocities and the cannibalism. There also is a book by George Holford, the

Destruction of Jerusalem which gives an account, super interesting. This article made me think of this and what the destruction of

Jerusalem and the temple meant.

After the Jews rejected the Savior Jesus, the temple and city were destroyed and never again would there be the sacriRces to God

there anymore. Jesus had come and fulRlled the prophecies and brought a new covenant. Those who rejected it were given up to

destruction by the Roman armies. [who controlled the known world]. This is not unlike what we see right now, as Rome is still and

again the seat of power, driving the world by the power of the dragon/devil, the papacy. In all this, God is sovereign. Repent and turn to

Him because He, Jesus, can save you from your sins. Jesus, the one who saves you from your sins.
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Jesus ain't gonna save me from anything. I take personal responsibility for everything that happens to me
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@ geri315: Finally someone says it! The Christian zealots who post here are so tedious! But of course it's allowed under the

guise of free speech. These people forget there are plenty of different beliefs in this world and not everyone wants to hear their

drivel.Especially on a health site. I mean come on people!
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